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Executive Summary – Being Human 2018
Conclusions about Being Human 2018
Being Human 2018 built on the success of previous years’ festivals and was a very successful edition
in its own right. It achieved its stated objectives and met or exceeded numerical programming
targets, such as those for audience reach and ratings. Through 251 events, in 52 UK towns and cities,
25% of which are not home to a university, it attracted a minimum estimated total audience of
18,093, and achieved additional international reach in 4 other countries.
The scale of UK activities was lower than in 2017, which enabled a festival-wide focus on quality
rather than quantity and encouraged organisers and the central team to plan more strategically,
leading to a cohesive programme offering engagement opportunities that blended smaller, in-depth
engagement events with broad-reaching larger activities.
Outcomes for attendees, organisers and contributors were significant, which ensured the Being
Human 2018 realised objectives to enhance public visibility and understanding of humanities
research; to demonstrate relevance to everyday life; and to encourage, support and create
opportunities for humanities researchers to engage with non-academic audiences. There was firm
evidence that as Being Human has become more established, it is extending its role as a good
practice model and framework for public engagement that is helping to enhance humanities public
engagement throughout the research sector.
The evaluation found conclusively that the central team’s support for organisers out-performed
their size and resourcing levels. Whilst organisers would welcome more localised support in future,
this would require additional resourcing and funding for the central team.
As in previous years, Being Human 2018 sought to broaden the audiences who engage with
humanities research. Organisers achieved audience diversification that was relevant to particular
local environments. In this context the breadth of subjects and topics covered by ‘the humanities’
was again a key success factor in attracting attendees of all ages and backgrounds.
Partnerships between researchers and community or cultural groups or organisations created events
that framed research in local contexts thus maximising audience appeal. Audience appeal and
diversity were also enhanced by innovative formats for events. However, engagement with
humanities research is the fundamental defining feature of Being Human and it will be important in
future to ensure humanities research remains the core aspect in all events and activities. In
addition, different formats will require greater emphasis to be placed on alternative evaluation
methods, such as those developed by the festival evaluators for 2018.
Now in its fifth year Being Human has become more established as a community of those who want
to promote humanities research. This community could be strengthened by facilitated regional
networking and development opportunities. However, such enhancements are not possible at the
current resourcing levels.
The presence of Being Human Hubs was again a key factor in maximising regional programming
levels. There is scope to specify more explicitly in future that the Being Human brand and theme
take precedent over all other local brands and local themes, including those adopted by Hubs, whilst
ensuring events and activities do not lose their local appeal. Similarly, it will be important to ensure
international activities are consistent with and support UK ambitions and messaging.
There is strong evidence to recommend that Being Human should continue and that greater levels
of resourcing would increase its overall impact. Specific recommendations have been identified in
previous evaluations of the festival and these, along with the 2018 findings, should inform all future
planning and developments.
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Profiles of Attendees, Organisers & Contributors
Attendees:

40% age under 35
58% live 5 miles or less from events
49% studied a humanities subject at university
76% not been to a Being Human event before
61% visiting the venues for the first time
51% aware before an event that it was part of Being Human
60% attend because of a general interest in featured topics
41% attend to learn something new
25% attend because content is of a local nature

Organisers:

84% from Universities/HEIs
38% taken part in Being Human before
6% had their first experience of public engagement at Being Human 2018
46% been/are funded by AHRC or British Academy
48% received direct funding from Being Human for their events
Reasons for taking part:
Raise profile awareness of research
Relevance to institutions’ public engagement strategies
Opportunity to develop local partnerships and collaborations
Involvement of AHRC and British Academy

Contributors:

63% based at universities
26% new to public engagement
93% taking part in Being Human for the first time
Reasons for taking part:
Raise awareness of research
Increase public involvement in research
Opportunity for small projects to take part in a major event
Widen audience reach
Opportunity to collaborate

Event outputs
46% of organisers leveraged additional funding - estimated total value £48.5k
88% obtained in-kind support from their institutions – estimated total value £156k
82% created or developed partnerships –total number of partners 195
70% produced legacy materials or resources – films, videos, blog post, exhibits etc.
70% got some form of media coverage – mostly local
Event Success Factors
96% of UK attendees age 16 and over and 94% age under 16 rated events positively due to:
 Passion and enthusiasm of speakers/ presenters and interaction with those speakers.
 Formats that provided opportunities for well-led, balanced discussion and debate.
 Personal nature of content such as local topics or personal accounts and stories.
 Content or formats that stimulate audience emotions.
 For young people, hands-on, interactive content and opportunities to learn or practice
new skills.
In a small minority of cases audience experience was adversely affected by poor acoustics; weak
event organisation, e.g. poor signage, no welcome/introduction; and in some specific cases, absence
of relevant community representation when that community was the subject of an event.
5
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Outcomes for Attendees, Organisers and Contributors
Attendees:

67% encouraged ‘a lot’ to find out more about the subject(s) covered 65.8%
66% increased ‘a lot’ their awareness of research in the subject(s) covered
57% increased ‘a lot’ their understanding of the humanities’ relevance to
everyday life
Other outcomes:
Deeper understanding of humanities research
Learning new facts
Intentions to follow-up topics or leaning
Enjoyment of formats or locations

Organisers:

Increased knowledge and understanding of event planning/ management
Developed transferable skills
Made connections that are informing research
Increased awareness and understanding of different audience groups
Introduced to career development opportunities
For institutions:
A successful model or framework for public engagement
Enhanced cross-disciplinary working

Contributors:

Improved skills and understanding around public engagement
Connections made with potential collaborators
Positive audience response to their research
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1. Introduction
The fifth Being Human festival of the humanities took place under the theme ‘Origins and Endings’
between 15th and 24th November 2018. Since its inception, Being Human has been led by a core team
from the School of Advanced Study, University of London (SAS) working in partnership with the Arts
& Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and the British Academy. As the only national festival of the
humanities in the UK, it brings together universities, Independent Research Organisations (IROs) and
heritage, cultural or community partner organisations to stage events that celebrate the humanities
and aim to engage non-specialist audiences with humanities research.
A small central team manages the festival from its base at the School of Advanced Study and is
overseen by a steering committee that includes representatives of the main partners. Being Human
funds events through a competitive bidding process, which is open to researchers from any career
stage, background, disciplinary expertise or experience of delivering public engagement. Each year
the team allocate ‘Small Award’ grants to fund a number of activities. They also support, through
promotion and inclusion in the programme, further activities that are not directly funded by grants.
A regional hubs model aims to ensure a geographical spread in the programme and in 2018 there
were hubs in Dundee, Exeter, London (QMUL), Newcastle, Nottingham and Swansea, each running
multiple events.
The objectives of Being Human are:
1. To demonstrate, to a non-specialist audience, the value of humanities research to society in
the UK and globally.
2. To enhance public visibility and understanding of the humanities, demonstrating relevance
to everyday life.
3. To encourage, support and create opportunities for humanities researchers to engage with
non-academic audiences.
4. To initiate culture change in attitudes towards public engagement within the humanities –
embedding public engagement across the HE sector.
Jenesys Associates Ltd were appointed as external evaluators for Being Human 2018 and this report
documents our findings based on information captured from attendees, organisers of events and
activities and contributors, such as speakers and partners.

2. The Evaluation of Being Human 2018
2.1.

Evaluation questions

The evaluation sought to explore the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What outputs – events, activities – are being created or facilitated by Being Human?
Who is Being Human reaching – profile of attendees?
How successful is Being Human in providing positive experiences for attendees?
To what extent does it raise attendees’ awareness of humanities research and its role in
society?
To what extent does Being Human influence the attitudes of attendees towards
humanities research?
Who contributes to the delivery of Being Human – profile of event organisers,
researchers, partner organisations etc.?
How successful is Being Human in providing positive experiences for organisers,
contributors and partners?
What impacts does participation have on organisers, contributors and partners?
What learning is there for Being Human in future?
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2.2.

Evaluation methods and metrics

Data were collected by a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods. Event organisers (including
hub coordinators) were responsible for promoting the evaluation and distributing and collecting hard
copy materials. Jenesys Associates created a Being Human 2018 Evaluation Guide; which outlined all
the evaluation methods and guidance for their use, along with printable versions of hard copy
materials; and links to online materials. An addition from previous years was a single-page Quick
Guide for organisers to print off and use for easy reference.
The Evaluation Guide advised recommended methods should be used wherever suitable to optimise
consistency and comparability of data captured. However, we also developed some alternatives to
accommodate the very wide range of event types and location environments found in Being Human,
along with a template for standardised reporting by organisers of any feedback captured using such
methods. Despite alternatives being promoted in the Evaluation Guide, nearly all organisers opted to
use survey/ questionnaire methods to capture attendee feedback and a total of 1,905 attendees
provided survey/ questionnaire feedback covering all age groups and 192 separate events.
As external evaluators, we attended a sample of events to conduct observations and interviews with
a small number of audience members. This direct experience informed our analysis of all data. The
table below summarises all evaluation methods and metrics for all data captured from UK events.
Being Human 2018 Evaluation Methods and Data Metrics
Method
Organiser Survey
Attendees age 16 plus Survey/ Questionnaire

No. of valid responses (n=)
821
1,670

Attendees age under 16 Survey/ Questionnaire

235

Contributor Survey

96

Organiser report for alternative methods of attendee evaluation

4

Organiser post-event interview

20

External Evaluator Observations and interviews

7 events

Data analysis and reporting
This report is based on feedback for UK events, which make up the vast majority of the Being Human
programme. Survey respondents self-selected which questions to complete and sample sizes varied
for different questions. This report shows the number of respondents (n=) for quantitative data in
every case. Percentages have been rounded and thus when totalled may be slightly greater or less
than 100. Qualitative data from surveys and interviews were analysed thematically. Quotes have
been used to illustrate findings and have been edited where necessary to ensure anonymity. They
are shown in blue italics and attributed to attendees, organisers, which includes hub coordinators,
and contributors (e.g. speakers, panellists, event partners).
Acknowledgements
Our very grateful thanks go to everyone who collected hard copy data during events and promoted
on-line data collection methods. A special thank you goes to the SAS team, who inputted all hard
copy data so accurately. This was a mammoth task that ensured we have the most complete dataset
possible to analyse for findings.

1

Includes Hubs. Where we received more than 1 report for a single event, they have been combined for
statistics such as attendee numbers, levered support etc. to ensure there was no duplication in reporting and
analysis.
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3. Metrics for Being Human 2018
3.1.

Headline statistics

This table compares headline statistics for the five Being Human festivals held to date.
Being Human headline statistics 2014 to 2018
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

59
(57 universities)

73
(58 universities)

67
(58 universities)

83
(70 universities)

75
(65 universities)

163

300

263

336

2512

UK towns & cities

36

45

563

524

Hubs

5

6

5

6

1

4

4 locations
including 1 hub
x 15 events

Lead organising
institutions
UK events /
activities

International
events

Total estimated
UK audience

18,000

21,000

33,000

31,500

20,1835

Community /
cultural partners

100

180

221

181

195

Twitter followers

2,000

3,909

6,214

8,214

9,615

32

117

95

176

131

Mentions in UK
national and
regional press
Mentions in
international
press

2

2

Based on online programme daily event numbers. Each exhibition that ran throughout the festival has been
counted as 1 event or activity
3
17.9% (10) of the towns/cities are not home to a university
4
25.0% (13) of the towns/cities are not home to a university
5
Reported by event organisers to SAS
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3.2.

2018 programming targets

A comparison of the statistics for each year suggests that Being Human met or exceeded the
following of specific programming and participation targets for 2018:
1. Maintain number of festival events – target: 260. Met = 251 UK events + minimum 18
International events
2. Broadly maintain the number of ‘Small Awards’ to organisers across the UK – target: 30 to
40. Met = 41 Small Awards. (based on applicants spreadsheet provided by SAS)
3. Maintain the number of UK towns and cities featuring events – target: 50, with minimum of
5 towns/cities without a university. Met = 52 towns/cities, 13 not being home to a
university main campus
4. Maintain the number of festival activities run without a direct grant from Being Human via
the ‘unfunded’ pathway – target: 56. = 35 (based on applicants spreadsheet provided by
SAS)
5. Broadly maintain the number of academics/staff involved in events - target: 700. Total staff
& students involved= 642 (based on data reported by 81 event organisers)
6. Increase the number of international activities within the festival – target: minimum 10, with
at least one international hub. Exceeded – minimum 18 events.

3.3.

Numbers of events and attendees

Organisers/ hub coordinators who submitted survey responses ran between 1 and 15 events as part
of Being Human 2018, with the 6 hubs running 25.9% (65) of total events, ranging from 7 to 14
events per hub.
Outside of hubs, just under two-thirds (65.4%) of organisers ran one event with three reporting that
they ran 5 events or more. This pattern is similar to 2017, when 56.5% ran one event and three nonhub organisers ran 5 or more events, and to 2016, when 60.3% ran one event and two non-hub
organisers ran 5 events or more.
For 2018, organisers reported an estimated total audience of 13,840 covering 192 events, which
represents an average of 72.1 attendees per event (the corresponding average in 2017 was 99.3).
Based on this average attendance, the total Being Human audience across 251 programmed UK
events is estimated to be 18,093. Whilst this is lower than the figure reported to SAS and shown in
the table in 3.1 above, the difference can be accounted for by the fact that not all events were
reported to the evaluators and that numbers have been estimated for some events.

3.4.

Geographic distribution of UK events

The Being Human 2018 strategy stated an ambition to ‘maintain a good spread of events across the
UK: events in all four countries, events in all regions of the UK’. As presented in the table overleaf,
this aim was achieved.
An analysis of the locations of UK events in the Being Human online programme by UK
region/country shows that London was the highest represented region in 2018 with 27.3% of events.
It was also the highest represented region in 2017 and 2016 with 29.6% and 29.45 of events
respectively. Next highest in terms of 2018 representation were North East (13.9%), Scotland (9.8%)
and South West and South East (both 8.8%).
The table also demonstrates that a comparison of 2018 proportions with the latest UK population
statistics and event distribution profiles for the 2016 and 2017 festivals is indicative of the presence
of a hub as an influencing factor on event distribution and population reach.
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Proportion Being Human 2018 UK events in programme by UK region / country
UK region & % of UK
population6
South East – 13.8%
London – 13.4%
North West – 11.0%
East of England – 9.3%
West Midlands – 8.8%
South West – 8.4%
Yorkshire & The Humber – 8.3%
Scotland – 8.2%
East Midlands – 7.2%
Wales – 4.7%
North East – 4.0%
Northern Ireland – 2.8%

% of 2016
events

% of 2017
events

% of 2018
events

13.6
29.4+
8.2**
1.7
2.9
7.1**
10.0+**
7.1**
8.2**+
5.3**+
5.9+
0.5

11.6
29.6+
4.8
4.0
4.8
5.6
4.4
10.4**+
12.0**+
5.2**+
4.0
3.6**+

8.8
27.3+**
7.7
1.5
3.1
8.8**+
3.1
9.8**+
8.3**+
6.2**+
13.9**+
1.6

+ denotes higher than UK population percentage
** denotes a Being Human hub in the region

6

Latest UK population statistics ONS 2017
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/annual
midyearpopulationestimates/latest
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4. Attendee Profile for Being Human 2018
This section presents demographic information and humanities backgrounds of UK event attendees.

4.1.

Attendee age groups

As in previous years, attendees’ age ranges were mixed. 25.3% of 2018 attendees were age under 25,
compared to 18.4% in 2017 and 23.0% in 2016, with 13.0% being age under 16, which may reflect an
increased emphasis on family programming compared to previous years. This year, 44.3% were age
over 45 and 29.3% were age 25 to 44, compared to 49.5% and 32.1% in 2017.
Age groups of attendees 2018 (n=1810) compared to 2017
Prefer not to say

1.1%
15.5%
16.3%

65 and over

55 to 64

18.1%

15.4%

45 to 54

15.9%

12.6%

14.8%
14.2%

35 to 44

25 to 34

15.1%

20 to 24

8.8%

17.3%

11.2%

3.0%
3.5%

16 to 19

4.2%

Under 16
0.0%

4.0%

13.0%
8.0%
2017

12.0%

16.0%

20.0%

2018

Comparison of attendee age ranges 2015 to 2018

4.2.

Age range

2015

2016

2017

2018

Under 24

18.2%

23.0%

18.4%

25.3%

25 to 44

37.8%

36.5%

32.1%

29.3%

45 and over

44.2%

40.6%

49.5%

44.3%

Attendee genders

More attendees who identify as female (63.6%) than male (34.2%) attended Being Human 2018. The
equivalent figures in 2017 and 2016 were 66.3% and 31.9%, and 61.3% and 36.3%, which also were
almost the same as in 2015. The corresponding 2011 census figures for England and Wales are 51%
female and 49% male. These data indicate that Being Human consistently reaches a higher
proportion of females and fewer males than are found in the whole population.
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4.3.

Attendee ethnicities

As in previous years, most attendees age 16 and over described themselves as white at 86.0%, which
is slightly higher than the corresponding figures of 83.6% and 81.5% reported in 2017 and 2016.
During our analysis of feedback we discovered that Being Human 2018 had a target proportion of
attendees self-describing as ‘White British’. Therefore we recommend that the ‘White’ category is
split into ‘White British’ and ‘White other’ in future years to allow this target to be measured.
Ethnicities of attendees 2018 (n=1526) compared to 2017
Prefer not to say

4.3%
3.0%

Other ethnic group

4.3%
4.1%

Mixed/Multiple

2.6%
2.1%

Black/ African/ Caribbean/ Black British

1.5%
1.6%
3.7%
3.2%

Asian /Asian British

83.6%
86.0%

White
0.0%

20.0%

2017

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

2018

A comparison of 2011 census results for England and Wales7with reported ethnic groups for 2018
Being Human attendees indicates that the profile of 2018 attendees by ethnic group matches
national statistics in England and Wales for ‘White’ and ‘Mixed/Multiple’ ethnic groups, and exceeds
that for ‘Other Ethnic Group’ (includes Chinese/British Chinese), which matches the 2017 profile for
these groups. Proportionately, however, Being Human 2018, as in 2017, was less successful in
reaching Asian and Black groups of the England & Wales population. The 2011 Scottish Census8
results are also presented for information.
Comparison of attendee age ranges 2015 to 2018

7
8

2011 census
Eng. & Wales

2011 Census
Scotland

2016
attendees

2017
attendees

2018
attendees

White

86.0%

95.0%

81.5%

83.6%

86.0%

Asian/Asian British

7.5%

3.0%

6.9%

3.7%

3.2%

Black, African,
Caribbean, Black British

3.3%

1.0%

2.2%

1.5%

1.6%

Mixed/Multiple

2.2%

0.4%

2.5%

2.6%

2.1%

Other Ethnic Group

1.0%

0.3%

2.4%

4.2%

4.1%

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171776_290558.pdf
http://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/ethnicity-identity-language-and-religion
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4.4.

Attendee reported disabilities

9.2% of 2017 attendees age 16 and over described themselves as disabled, which compares to 7.6%
and 8.4% in 2017 and 2016 respectively. The 2011 England and Wales census recorded that 17% of
the population reported a disability, which suggests that despite the increase this year, there is still
scope for Being Human to reach out to more people who have a disability.

4.5.

Attendee distance travelled to Being Human events

To provide some insight of the reach of Being Human, attendees age 16 and over were asked how far
in distance they lived from the venue for an event. Over three-quarters (77.9%) lived 10 miles or less
from the venue for a Being Human event, indicating that the Being Human audience is a relatively
local one and highlighting the importance of having as many locations as possible represented in the
festival programming.
Distance attendees live from event venues (n=1589)
Over 50 miles

5.4%

21 to 50 miles

6.9%

11 to 20 miles

9.8%

6 to 10 miles

19.8%

1 to 5 miles

44.4%

Less than 1 mile

13.7%
0.0%

4.6.

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

Attendee humanities backgrounds

To provide an insight to their backgrounds in the humanities, attendees age 16 and over were asked
to report to what level they had studied the humanities. As shown in the chart below, 49.1% had
studied the humanities at university. This is similar to 2017 and 2016 when 49.6% and 48.6%
reported they had a degree in a humanities subject.
Humanities education of attendees (n = 1979)

No, 20.1%

Unsure, 2.8%
Yes, University,
49.1%
Yes, GCSE or
equivalent,
19.3%
Yes, 6th form or
college, 8.7%
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4.7.

Attendee prior experience of Being Human and venues

Attendees age 16 and over were asked if they had been to any event or events at a previous Being
Human festival and just over three-quarters (75.6%) answered no, suggesting that the 2018 festival
attracted a high proportion of new audience members. The equivalent figures in 2017 and 2016 were
slightly higher at 83.8% and 89.8% respectively.
Over half (60.6%) of attendees indicated that they were visiting venues for the first time. This is
similar to the 2017 festival when the equivalent proportion was 60.1%. The fact that over half of
attendees were visiting venues for the first time can be useful in promoting the festival to potential
venue partners who want to diversify their audiences.
Attendee prior experience of Being Human and Event Venues (n=1642)
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

75.6%

38.4%

Yes

21.0%

1.0%
3.4%

Venue before

4.8.

80.0%

60.6%

No

Unsure

70.0%

Being Human before

Attendee awareness of Being Human festival of the humanities

Attendees age 16 and over were asked when they became aware that an event they attended was
part of the Being Human national festival of the humanities. Just over half (51.2%) were aware prior
to an event and 22.2% found out during an event, with 26.9% only becoming aware when they
completed an evaluation questionnaire or survey. These proportions are similar to 2017 when the
respective figures were 50.8 %, 29.8% and 19.3%. They highlight the importance of emphasising
Being Human branding in all promotion and presentation materials, both before and during events.
Attendee awareness of events as part of Being Human (n=1602)
Not aware
before the
evaluation ,
26.9%

Aware before an
event, 51.2%

Found out
during an event,
22.2%
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Around 5% of responses to a question asking for other comments about events or the humanities in
general indicated that there is scope in a small number of cases to increase audience understanding
about both the purpose of Being Human as a whole and of the relationship between individual
events and humanities research.
Do not understand context of 'Being Human' so don’t get the whole festival thing. (Attendee
age 16 plus)
Hope you keep going, but needs improvement. Who were you trying to attract as your
audience? From this event is seemed that young parents of whom there were few if any, were
the target. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Humanities is an academic concept, so not sure what I was looking for in this event. (Attendee
age 16 plus)
I could not see any connection to 'Being Human' in this event. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I came to [name of event] and didn't know it was part of the Being Human festival. There was
no mention of humanities research so I cannot answer the questions. (Attendee age 16 plus)

4.9.

Main reasons for attending Being Human events

To gain an understanding of attendees’ motivations and expectations for Being Human, those age 16
and over were asked to select up to two main reasons for going to Being Human events from a list of
ten options, including ‘other’. The most common reason was ‘interest in the subject(s) featured’ as
reported by 59.6% of attendees, followed by ‘learn something new’ reported by 40.9%. ‘Knowing a
speaker/ performer’ and ‘local nature of content’ were both reported by around one quarter of
respondents. The responses suggest that subject matter and the opportunity to expand knowledge
are important factors and that the sponsors and cost are not deciding factors for attendees.
Descriptions from attendees who selected ‘other’ can be categorised as being personally connected
to a topic, passing by an event, being recommended by someone, and wanting to inspire or educate
children.
Attendee reasons for going to Being Human events (base n=1591)
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

Local nature of content

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

59.6%

Knew of speaker/performer

26.3%

Social event

10.0%

Connected to my work or studies

17.5%

Learn something new

40.9%

Location/venue

17.7%

Cost

Other - Describe

70.0%

24.5%

General interest in subject(s) featured

Sponsors (AHRC, British Academy)

60.0%

9.1%
1.7%
7.4%
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5. Attendee Experiences at Being Human 2018
This section summarises the audience experience at Being Human 2018, which includes ratings of
events along with defining characteristics that arose from attendees’ highlights, suggested
improvements and other comments.

5.1.

Attendee ratings of Being Human events

Age 16 and over -ratings
Being Human 2018 provided a positive experience for almost all attendees age 16 and over. 96.4%
rated events as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’ overall, similar to the equivalent 96.2% and 94.8% in 2017 and
2016 respectively. Ratings for event content, format and venue were also high with 95.4%, 94.3%
and 94.8% respectively rating these aspects as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’. These proportions are almost
identical to the 2017 equivalents, which were 95.9%, 94.3% and 94.7%. The comparative figures in
2016 were also similar at 94.0%, 90.7% and 92.3%.
Attendee age 16 and over ratings of events at Being Human 2018 (n=1649 to 1657)
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

Overall impression 2.8%

34.3%

62.1%

Content 3.7%

31.6%

63.8%

Format

4.7%

Venue 4.7%

Very poor

36.8%

57.5%

32.9%

Poor

100.0%

61.9%

Average

Good

Excellent

Although only a small proportion of attendees age 16 and over rated events average or below, their
feedback was consistent in highlighting three main reasons for these ratings.
Firstly, poor acoustics or not being able to hear speakers in both indoor and outdoor environments.
[Outdoor event] Was sometimes difficult to hear the narrative, had to be within a certain
radius of the speaker, which at times was difficult due to the amount of people there.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
[Indoor event] Could have used a microphone (sound and clarity low). (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Indoor event] The sound system should've been checked prior to the event so that everyone
could hear what was said. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Secondly, weak event organisation, such as there being poor signage, no welcome/introduction, and
a lack of explanation about formats and expected audience behaviour, e.g. where to go, expected
interaction/ involvement.
[Could be improved] How to meet for the event - several of us went to the "wrong" entrance.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
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I went expecting to see inside the hospital but had no justification for these expectations. If a
similar event is organised it might be worth emphasising that it's outside with almost nowhere
to sit down. I have back issues. (Attendee age 16 plus)
On entry there was no one welcoming visitors. Very little information proactively located.
There were around 10-12 people in the room when I entered, all of whom were in separate
groups talking together. Wasn't sure if they were connected to event hosts or not. (Attendee
age 16 plus)
Thirdly, some audience were frustrated or disappointed by the absence of relevant community
representation when particular communities were the subject of an event.
No images or photos of the people whose voices were featured or any context of where they
came from or what sort of community it was. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Suggest maybe working with a local school to plan the workshop? Could be made more
accessible for all if some local props used - templates to help them design characters/map etc.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
I suggest - commentary - with a [member of the subject community] as guide. (Attendee age 16
plus)

Age under 16 - ratings
Attendees who were age under 16 also rated Being Human highly with 94.4% rating events as
‘excellent’ or ‘good’.
Attendee age under 16 ratings of events at Being Human 2018 (n=232)
0.8

70.7%

0.6

0.4
23.7%
0.2
5.6%
0
Very poor

Poor

Average

Good

Excellent

Experiences at international events
The experience at 5 events organised as part of the international Being Human hub in Melbourne,
Australia were also highly rated with 83.3% and 14.6% (97.9% in total) of 48 attendees respectively
‘strongly agreeing’ or ‘agreeing’ with statement ‘The event was enjoyable and informative’.
Other evidence of a positive audience experience at these events was provided in the respective
equivalent proportions for the statement ‘I found the speakers to be engaging and their
presentations well-constructed’, which were 70.8% and 22.9% (93.7% in total), and for ‘I felt the
event met my expectations, based on the way it was advertised’, which were 77.1% and 16.7%
(93.8% in total).
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5.2.

Defining characteristics of the audience experience at Being Human 2018

UK attendees age 16 and over provided 1416 comments describing the most successful aspects of
events; 859 comments suggesting improvements; and 423 other comments about events or the
humanities in general. Detailed cross-cutting analysis of these comments identified four key thematic
characteristics that defined a positive audience experience across Being Human. These
characteristics are outlined briefly in turn below, along with indicative quotes to provide a flavour of
the evidence for each.

5.2.1.



Passion and enthusiasm of speakers/ presenters
Speakers and presenters who conveyed their knowledge and experiences in an accessible,
engaging manner were a major factor in audience enjoyment and learning.
Enjoyment and learning were reduced in cases where speakers were felt to be less engaging
or where event formats limited the scope for speakers to convey their passion and
enthusiasm for subject matter.

Engaging speakers/presenters
[Most successful was] really informed speakers and passionate about their subjects. (Attendee
age 16 plus). (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] The guest speaker - she is passionate about the topic + easy to learn
from. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] The passion of the speaker. The explanation of the issue was very well
explained and "humanised" / not dry
[Other comment] The nature of the people involved in the presentation and performance …
was informative, engaging, passionate. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Other comment] The speaker was excellent, he was knowledgeable, passionate about his
subject and very inclusive. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Needing formats that encourage presenter engagement
[Other comment] It is important for academics presenting events outside their academic
bubble to take into consideration that normal people just want to understand the stories they
tell in a normal way. Too much artifice breaks down communication. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] The quality of the delivery of the lecture. [Name of speaker] virtually read
us an essay from a script, and did not really answer many of the questions in the question and
answer session. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] Did not expect a powerpoint lecture with text based slides. Not as
advertised & too didactic for a cultural event. (Attendee age 16 plus)

5.2.2.





Opportunities for discussion and debate
Audience members particularly enjoyed formats where they could interact with subject
specialists and were frustrated if there was no opportunity for them to ask questions. In this
context being able to hear both audience questions and expert answers was an important
factor.
Events that featured good quality, balanced discussions amongst speakers/ panellists with a
variety of viewpoints were preferred to events where such discussions were perceived to be
unbalanced or limited in the views expressed.
The role of panel chairs or leaders in facilitating and managing discussions was noted to be
an important factor, with criticism in cases where panel chairing was deemed to be
inadequate or limiting.
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Opportunity to question subject specialists
[Most successful was] Face to face questions with the researchers. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] Provoked a lot of discussion and thought, allowing my opinion to be
heard. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] Time for discussion & questions after the lecture would have been great
and adding to brilliant lecture. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] Insufficient time for discussion / questions. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] Whilst it was good that there were audience questions, I couldn’t hear
them. Give the audience a mic! (Attendee age 16 plus)
Balanced and varied discussion panels
[Most successful was] Diversity in panel - experience and skills. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] The diverse research interests on the panel was very well thought out by
the organisers and gave points I had not previously considered. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] The one thing I was uncomfortable about re the panel was that you had
someone with a very clear political view and opinion - this should have been balanced by
someone with a different view or it should not have been mentioned at all. (Attendee age 16
plus)
[Could be improved] I'd like to have had the chance to ask [name of speaker] questions. [Names
of speakers] should have been on the panel as well as the others for balance. (Attendee age 16
plus)
Well-led panel discussions
[Most successful was] The panel discussion was well-thought through and admirably managed.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] The balance achieved by [name of chair] between his and the audience's
chance to ask questions. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] I felt there could have been increased debate within panel. They at times
felt a bit separate/independent. The chair didn’t pull them together. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] Allow the panel to conduct own discussion because conversation
progressed and digressed naturally, but was interrupted by chair. (Attendee age 16 plus)
{Could be improved] The chair asked too many questions …. There were people in the audience
who have thought long and deeply about the issues and it would have been good for them to
have had a longer period in which to raise issues and questions. (Attendee age 16 plus)

5.2.3.



Personal nature of topics featured
Audience members were particularly engaged by topics or experiences that featured local
areas or local communities.
Another feature that enhanced audience engagement and enjoyment was the inclusion of
personal accounts and stories to illustrate academic research topics and their societal
relevance.

Local area or community content
[Most successful was] Interesting highlighting of local history with reference to literature.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
Great to see how we can take our hometown and engage with its stories/histories/mythologies
(Attendee age 16 plus)
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[Most successful was] It bought the community together and I discovered a part of my local
area I never even knew! (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] local information not available elsewhere - presentation most absorbing
and well delivered. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] Having opportunity to meet other members of the community. Great
idea - idea of place, identity, changing places. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] I loved the community focus and felt very welcome. (Attendee age 16
plus)
Personal stories featured
[Most successful was] Personal information about 'ordinary people's' lives who were in fact
extraordinary in their achievement. (Attendee age 16 plus)
{Most successful was] Unusual stories, movingly told. (Attendee age 16 plus)
{Most successful was] Have the first hand stories of Drs and nurses and framing the
conversation in a 'human' way. (Attendee age 16 plus)
{Most successful was] The spoken stories of the past. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Could be improved] I would have liked a little more women stories as time allowed. They were
the highlight and brought the subject alive. (Attendee age 16 plus)

5.2.4.



Content or formats that stimulate emotions
Audience members described both feeling positive and negative emotions as successful
features of events.
Audience members also commented positively about performances or creative activities that
stimulated an emotional response.

Positive and negative emotional reactions to content
[Most successful was] The feeling it gave you at the end. It made you feel uncomfortable and
reflect on the times. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] I think the word 'beautiful' best describes it. It was moving and
informative and the art work was gorgeous. It helped all of us see something we wouldn't have
otherwise been aware of. (Attendee age 16 plus)
[Most successful was] Brought back memories – good and bad – was so evocative. (Attendee
age 16 plus)
I felt uplifted by the whole thing & incredibly positive about living [here] & all the amazing free
events which are available through the universities, museums, etc. It is such a privilege.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
Emotions stimulated by performances or creative elements
The performance was very powerful and quite unexpectedly emotional and really connected
with the audience. Visually brilliant. (Attendee age 16 plus)
The fact that the performance had a story behind it as well, was very moving and felt very
empowered by it. (Attendee age 16 plus)
{Could be improved} Format could have been improved - panel of individual participants was
excellent but overall the event failed to excite me & interest a reaction. Maybe lacking
emotional content? (Attendee age 16 plus)
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5.3.

Success factors in events for young people

UK attendees who were age under 16 provided 216 comments describing the most successful
aspects of events and 99 comments suggesting improvements. Analysis of these comments identified
that hands-on, interactive content and opportunities to learn or practice new skills were the most
important success factors for young people. Suggestions focused on increasing interactivity or
practical tasks.
[Most successful was] Creating our memorials (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] Draw constellations (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] Making a mouse and decorating a cake (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] Doing the acting (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] Playing the musical instruments (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] I got to write a story with my dad (Attendee age under 16)
[Most successful was] making things myself (Attendee age under 16)
[Could be improved] Let us do more practical work rather than talking a lot. (Attendee age
under 16)
[Could be improved] If you actually got to write a story here. (Attendee age under 16)

5.4.

Success factors in international events

In line with the UK feedback. Attendees at events that were part of the Melbourne hub for Being
Human also highlighted engaging speakers, opportunities for discussion and events focusing on
particular communities and their stories to be success factors.
Enthusiasm of the organisers and presenters (Attendee age 16 plus)
The human interaction and engagement on a personal level. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Knowledgeable presenter, interested and informed audience. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I loved the stories shared by the migrants to Australia. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Liked the way the questions were structured and liked the way a full explanation of answers
was given. A fun event became a learning experience. (Attendee age 16 plus)
It was very different to most University type events. I liked that it was off-site and engaged the
community in a way I hadn't really seen before. (Attendee age 16 plus)
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6. Attendee Outcomes from Being Human 2018 Events
This sections analyses attendees’ responses to questions about intended outcomes and their selfdescribed outcomes.

6.1.

Intended outcomes for attendees age 16 and over

Being Human 2018 intended to have three specific outcomes for attendees age 16 and over. UK
events delivered all these outcomes ‘a lot’ for most attendees, with 67.1% being encouraged ‘a lot’
to find out more about the subject(s) covered; 65.8% reporting that events increased ‘a lot’ their
awareness of research in the subject(s) covered; and 56.7% reporting that events increased ‘a lot’
their understanding of the humanities’ relevance to everyday life. The equivalent proportions in 2017
were 67.1%, 63.2% and 49.7%, indicating improvement this year in the extent to which events
presented the societal relevance of humanities topics.
Intended outcomes for attendees age 16 and over (n=1627 to 1631)
0.0%

Increased your awareness of research in the
3.6%
subject(s) covered at this event

Increased your understanding of the relevance
5.7%
of the humanities to everyday life

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

28.8%

A little

33.2%

A lot

100.0%

65.8%

1.7%

56.7%

Encouraged you to find out more about the
2.6% 28.0%
subject(s) covered

Not at all

80.0%

4.4%

67.1%

2.3%

Don't know

In general, achievement of all three intended outcomes has increased year on year from 2016.
Comparison of intended outcomes for UK attendees 2016 to 2018
2016
a little + a lot

2017
a little + a lot

2018
combined %
a little + a lot

Increased awareness of research in the subject(s)
covered

n/a

92.6%

94.6%

Increased understanding of humanities’ relevance
to everyday life

85.2%

87.7%

89.9%

Encouraged to find out more about subject(s)

84.2%

93.1%

95.1%

Intended outcome
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Intended outcomes from international events
For the Melbourne hub events 39.6% and 33.3% of attendees respectively ‘strongly agreed’ or
‘agreed’ with statement ‘The Being Human festival event increased your awareness of research in
the subject(s) covered’.

6.2.

Described outcomes for attendees age 16 and over

Attendees age 16 and over provided 102 other comments that can be categorised as described
outcomes. Analysis using the Generic Learning Outcomes (GLO)9 framework indicates that Being
Human had strongest impact in three GLO categories: greater knowledge and understanding;
(intended) activity or progression; and enjoyment.
Knowledge and understanding
Knowledge and understanding outcomes included learning or knowing facts as well as deeper
understanding of specific research topics and public engagement formats.
It has alerted me to the many impacts of the war away from the battlefields and how it is still
relevant to today's society. (Attendee age 16 plus)
It has given me insight into the writing and development of performance art and how historical
pieces can inspire contemporary work. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Not only was the research able to tell us way more than a Google search could ever do but also
the relevance to everyday life was demonstrated. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I work in humanities research. But it raised my awareness of innovative possibilities for public
engagement that I had not previously considered. (Attendee age 16 plus)
It has highlighted a new way of engaging and presenting humanities research that they had
not occurred to me to do before: this was not "after-dinner speeches", this was conversations
facilitated by […}. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Survey and interview comments indicated that some events were leading to increased appreciation
for humanities research in general, including greater understanding of the societal relevance and
value that humanities research can have.
Although having been a scientist with EPSRC and MRC funding, humanities research was a
mystery to me until I encountered one of these events a few years ago. I now see the point and
think it worthwhile. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Increased my sense of value and relevance of this research, in sharp contrast to my previous
view when studying humanities many years ago. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I was dragged here. It’s always get the same thing with research, I don’t know much about it.
Apparently we live (…) and sometimes you (…) them doing research and it’s odd-ball stuff and
you think why they’s doing that? But by spending a little bit of time coming here, whether it’s
involuntary or not, you find out there’s a reason for doing this. Something like this I wouldn’t
have given credit for when I didn’t know about it back then. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I can see how the research can relate to contemporary issues and be useful as a tool in solving
in modern problems. This research can be interesting to anyone if properly explained and
accessible. (Attendee age 16 plus)

Intended activity, behaviour and progression
Attendees reported actions and behaviour that they intended to complete to follow-up topics, for
both personal and professional interest, including attending or seeking out similar events in future.
9

Generic Learning Outcomes https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/measuring-outcomes/generic-learning-outcomes
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Interested! Will go look online about it. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Will be recommending this and similar events to my friends - surpassed expectations by far.
(Attendee age 16 plus)
I will check the website for further events more frequently. (Attendee age 16 plus)
Fab talk - definitely got some ideas for teaching high school science lessons!! (Attendee age 16
plus)
It made me want to be more active in my community and try a little harder to stand up for
what I believe in. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I am taking an introduction to Philosophy course and will be reading more about the subject
area. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I can use it in my current degree module, …. It is invaluable. (Attendee age 16 plus)
I work for a local community organization in [name of location] - this has inspired me to try and
run something in this area. (Attendee age 16 plus)

Enjoyment
Attendees mostly described enjoyment outcomes related to the formats or locations of particular
events.
Love the bold and modern approach to opera, having spoken words added value. (Attendee
age 16 plus)
I loved this event. It brought people together, people shared experiences, and it was an
absolute pleasure! (Attendee age 16 plus)
It was an enjoyable event which was appreciated with enthusiasm by the audience and by the
'performers'. (Attendee age 16 plus)
It was an event well worth traveling to attend: The MERL's collections are always worth a visit
but the after-hours session with folk music performance was a real bonus. (Attendee age 16
plus)
It was good to talk to researchers and make connections with other interested people and the
homeless period project (Attendee age 16 plus)
It was lovely to hear the end result on the computer. Very hands on. :) (Attendee age 16 plus)
It was particularly interesting to have an event that in part took place in a public space. It
helped one to think about how the history of the hospital intersected with Whitechapel as it is
today. (Attendee age 16 plus)

6.3.

Outcomes for young people

Most (87.5%) attendees who were age under 16 reported something they learned from a Being
Human event, with answers being specific to the topics that were covered at the events they
attended. Analysis using the GLOs indicates that Being Human had strongest impact for this age
group in two GLO categories: knowledge and understanding; and skills. Examples of knowledge and
understanding outcomes included new facts or information attendees had learned.
There's a crab nebula (Attendee age under 16)
We are 4% Neanderthal (Attendee age under 16)
What a loom weight looks like (Attendee age under 16)
What phrenology is (Attendee age under 16)
I didn't know that Dundee had a volcano! (Attendee age under 16)
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Skills outcomes were evidenced by attendees’ descriptions of learning how to do something new.
How to find maps (Attendee age under 16)
How to make a poem (Attendee age under 16)
I didn't know before how to make a good clay model. (Attendee age under 16)
I have learnt how to structure stories by thinking of a scenario emotions as well as the setting.
(Attendee age under 16)
I learnt how to dig for pottery. (Attendee age under 16)
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7. Organiser Profile for Being Human 2018
7.1.

Organiser demographics

Organisers identified themselves to be in one of three ethnicities; (72.8%) described themselves as
white, 3.7% as Asian and 22.2% as other ethnic group. No organisers identified themselves as Black,
African or Caribbean. The proportion for ‘white’ ethnicity is similar to the 77.0% reported by 2017
organisers and lower than the HESA 2016/17 data for UK HE staff, where 81.1% were reported as
‘white’.
There were slightly more female organisers than male this year at 61.7% and 34.6% respectively,
which are similar proportions to the 2017 and 2016 festivals.
The majority of organisers (70.4%) were age 31 to 45, 11.1% were 18 to 30, 17.3% were 46 to 60 and
1.2% (1) was 60 and over. 69.5% were age 31 to 45 in 2017 and 70.3% were in this age range in 2016.

7.2.

Backgrounds of organisers

83.9% of organisers who provided survey feedback said they were employed by universities or other
HEIs, which compares to 88.8% in 2017. These organisers were asked about their roles and
experience or backgrounds in research and public engagement.
The majority (53.1%) indicated that they were Academic staff, with 19.8% selecting Professional
services staff, 8.6% Early Career Researcher, 2.5% Post-graduate student and 16.0% ‘other’.
Described roles within this ‘other’ category included support or professional services roles
(Administration, Impact Officer, Research Centre, Communications, Curator, Duty Officer, Manager
and Record Specialist).
Compared to figures reported in 2017, these data suggest there has been an increase of the
proportion of Professional services staff in organising events and a decrease in the proportion of
Academic staff. This may be indicative of the Being Human’s encouragement for academic
researchers to involve their public engagement professionals in organising events. Readers should
also be aware that whilst Being Human awards funding and support to academic staff or researchers
as lead organisers, some lead organisers may have forwarded the organiser survey to professional
services staff who supported events. We suggest that 2019 data collection processes should be
amended to identify such cases.
University-based organiser role types (n= 81)

Other

3.8%

Postgraduate student

3.8%
2.5%

16.0%
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53.1%
0.0%

20.0%
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Relationship with Being Human sponsors
University-based organisers with research roles i.e. Academic staff, Early-career researchers and
Post-graduate students, were asked if they had received funding from the festival main partners, i.e.
AHRC or the British Academy.
At the time they responded to the survey, 6.3% were funded by AHRC and 11.3% were funded by the
British Academy, which compare to 24.6% and 6.3% in 2017 and 25.7% and 4.0% in 2016. This
suggests that there has been a fall in the number of current AHRC funded researchers taking part in
Being Human in 2018.
28.8% and 15.0% respectively had received funding in the past from AHRC or the British Academy but
were not at the time receiving funding from these organisations, in comparison to 30.8% and 15.6%
in 2017.
In total, 46.2% of university-based 2018 organisers who had research roles were either currently
funded or had in the past been funded by the Being Human main sponsors, which compares to 77.3%
in 2017 and 66.2% in 2016.
Previous experience of Being Human / public engagement
38.0% of organisers from all types of institutions had taken part in at least one previous Being Human
festival which is a slight increase on the number reported in 2017 (37.1%).
Organisers prior experience of public engagement (n=82)
90
77.2 %

80
70
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30

21.5 %
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16.5 %
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2018 was my first
Being Human one previous Being public engagement
experience of
festival
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activities
public engagement

7.3.

Promotion of Being Human to organisers

As shown overleaf, organisers most-commonly heard about Being Human 2018 through having taken
part in previous years (40.7%) or had heard about it from a colleague (33.3%), which were both
reported in 37.1% of cases in 2017. These were also the most common communication channels to
organisers in 2016, at 33.8% and 38.0% respectively. Responses in the ‘other’ category include via
colleagues or being aware of the Festival from previous years and wanting to become involved.
Of note is the steady increase in the percentage who had heard through their involvement in events
during previous years, which suggests that Being Human is a developing a following of organisers
who are taking part in the festival year on year.
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How organisers found out about Being Human events (n=82)
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Organiser motivations

This section looks at organisers’ main motivations for taking part in Being Human 2018 and compares
the feedback with motivations from 2017 where applicable.
Raising profile and alignment/ development public engagement practice and strategy
One of the main motivations reported by organisers in 2017 was to raise the profile of their
institution’s humanities research. This motivation was also reported in 2018, however, organisers
this year appeared to afford greater significance to the wider strategic context of the Festival within
their public engagement work. Many reported Being Human’s alignment with or contribution
towards public engagement strategies as motivations for taking part.
Well to be honest it sits very well with us because our – one of our key objectives is public
engagement in the wider sense. Which is why we’ve been involved in the festival for so long
and which is why we are quite lucky in the sense we are supported by our college and the
university who understand that each year Being Human have got a set of priorities, a set of
target audiences and they are very happy for us to experiment and trial that and see what
works. The other thing I would say is as a (specific institutional role) now, through the
rebranding, there’s a much greater emphasis on our civic responsibilities. So this fits right into
that. (Hub Coordinator)
So part of that longer term agenda I suppose and being very aware that it was an event that
attracted a good deal of publicity that we could make a difference and we did, the response
was tremendous. I don’t know, maybe you’ll come onto this but all the things that we had
wanted to achieve that very much did tick every box for us, in terms of getting the word out
there about raising our profile but also we only brought people in and raised interest and did
actually have what you might call impact. (Organiser)
I know we’re in the same institution and stuff but our objectives are a bit more around city
vibrancy so there is an element of it’s not so much about the money if you like but it’s about
can we deliver events which will be attractive, which will attract broader audiences and wider
audiences so it’s just different from the faculty. (Organiser)
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It was explained how these strategic considerations also linked to the institution’s approach and
individual professional roles with regards to public engagement and REF.
My role really is to support the REF impact case study portfolio and really help the academics
figure out what they need to be doing and how they need to be collecting data for the purpose
of the REF process. So that’s my main driver. And of course public engagement and creating
opportunities for new collaborations is a big part of it, especially as we think about
encouraging new academics, or those where we haven’t had the (Hub coordinator)
I have a Chair in public understanding in research so I feel it’s part of improving the way we do
public engagement at the university. So I think that’s my main motivation. And because my
role really involved leading by example and developing new ways of carrying out public
engagement, you know, using that particular project was an obvious one, because I knew it
would work. (Organiser)
Well it’s a festival that I have been aware of and really wanted to apply to do something in
previous years but this year I am in a very lucky position in that I’m a research fellow at [name
of University] and [name of University] is very keen on its public engagements and this
particular project which I’m working on which is called [name of project]. My role has really
become the kind of public engagement officer I guess without being formally termed that and
so I thought that from my own role in [name of University] it would be a really good thing to
do, to be involved in Being Human (Organiser)
Developing partnerships and collaborations
As in 2017, some organisers described how they saw Being Human as a way to develop external
partnerships with institutions and communities in their local area, some of which were an
extension of partnerships which were already established.
Well certainly because I had already started working with [a city wide partner] on the libraries
project then we thought let’s do the Being Human also there, so that people in the area feel
that it’s not about single or isolated events taking place but actually we’re trying to bring in
this idea of the [subject]. So it was condition (...) because that was already a place that we
were building some projects linked to the community. (Organiser)
Well to be honest with you I think what it underpins for me is the collaborative and partnership
aspects of working with artists and creative people with our academics to produce something
about the research which is new and interesting and fascinating and challenging to audiences.
(Organiser)
Influence of main partners
As in 2017, organisers reported mixed views about whether the main festival partners of AHRC and
British Academy were an influence on their decision to apply for Being Human funding or support.
For some, the main sponsors were incidental to their planning and motivations.
As time has gone we’ve done a more coordinated approach, so I guess it’s one of the things we
use to promote – when we ask any interested researchers if they’d like to submit anything we
might say oh you’re funded by the British Academy or you’re funded by AHRC, you know, or you
have research that’s particularly tied into this theme – are you interested in coming along to
like an initial meeting where we kind of scope out ideas and options that we could submit. (Hub
Coordinator)
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An organiser who was working closely with AHRC appreciated how the Being Human fitted with
AHRC’s wider aims.
It was something that I was aware of and I’m on an AHRC funded project so I have worked
quite closely with AHRC over the last year with [name of AHRC member of staff] and I have
learnt a massive amount from that about what public engagement means and about the kind
of impact that AHRC would like to see happening and so even though my first interest was in
Being Human and I’m fascinated as a researcher by the idea of the post human (...) this
interrogation, what it means to be human, so that was what set the light bulbs going but it was
underpinned by a growing understanding of what the AHRC are interested in in terms of
engagement and actually really appreciating that and thinking yeah, that is an amazing
ambition to have those sorts of impacts and to take research out into the community in a way
that enriches the community but is also enriched by the community. (Organiser)
Other organisers reported the view that, whilst the main partners may be important for the
organisation, they may not have an influence the audience’s attraction towards events or their
perceptions of the festival.
Absolutely because you get a gold star from your employer so [laughs] it sounds good for your
head of department to hear that regardless of what other funding you get it’s more like it
sounds like a good thing to be part of but also in all fairness when audiences were seeing the
leaflet and you think this is part of Being Human, do you know what Being Human is, they were
really impressed and engaged by that as well so I do think were they less swayed by the
supporters, they liked that the event was part of a bigger thing like- that’s really meaningful
when you don’t have a lot of cultural and arts activity going on on your doorstep it’s really
important so that’s really helpful. (Organiser)
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8. Organiser outputs from Being Human 2018
Organisers reported a variety of different outputs from the Being Human activities, which are
presented in this section.

8.1.

Levered funding and in-kind support

Funding
48.7% of organisers reported that they received direct funding from Being Human for their 2018
events. 46.0% of all organisers raised additional funding for their events and activities, which is lower
than that reported in 2017 (65.8%) and in 2016 (55.1%).
Additional sponsorship or funding raised by organisers for Being Human 2018 (n=76)
Additional sponsorship or funding

No. of organisers

% of organisers

None

41

53.9%

Less than £1k

17

22.4%

£1k to £2k

10

13.2%

£2k to £4k

2

2.6%

£4k to £6k

2

2.6%

£9k

1

1.3%

Unknown

3

3.9%

Total

76

100.2%

Based on the mid-points for the reported funding ranges / reported amounts in the above table, the
total amount of finance levered by event organisers is estimated to be £48,500. This represents a
55.5% decrease on the equivalent 2017 figure of £109,000. It should be noted that the 2018
academic strike and general political uncertainty may have adversely affected fund-raising. Even with
this backdrop, the reason for this reduction in additional funding is unclear from the evaluation.
Despite the overall decrease some organisers described how their Being Human activity ‘piggy
backed’ or drew on larger existing funding.
And especially I think it’s a bit different if you’re doing the Being Human festival on the back of
a bigger pot of funding, but if you’re doing it as I was effectively, okay [my colleague] has some
other funding, so her project was kind of bigger so I was kind of piggy backing on her stuff. But
you know, my research doesn’t have that sort of funding attached to it, so yeah for me I had to
do it with £500 and there’s limits you can do with that sort of money. (Organiser)
I suppose the other thing is the funding issue really, you know, it does run on an absolute
shoestring and we were lucky at [the university] in that I have a bit of a budget that I can draw
on to cover our costs, but you know, there will be an awful lot of people that wouldn’t be in
that position. (Organiser)
We put together or I put together a funding bid to one our internal research funds, which is
[name of fund]. One of the main objectives or main hooks or main deliverables of why this is a
good output with the festival was that we would help our academics reach a diverse and
different type of audience than you’d usually expect in public engagement. Which is why we’ve
curated the events to be targeted particularly to women, to ethnic minority communities, to
religious communities, those sorts of people that maybe don’t benefit from, say, mainstream
approaches to public engagement, people who are already highly educated perhaps, or
families. (Hub coordinator)
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Value of in-kind support
Organisers were asked to estimate the value of the in-kind contributions their own organisations/
institutions made to Being Human 2018.
88.1% of organisers provided estimates of the in-kind support they had received from their
institution (88.5% in 2017). The majority estimated the in-kind support to be less than £5k with
40.8% reported in-kind support to the value of less than £1k (50.6% in 2017), and a further 34.2%
reporting in-kind support to the value of £1k-£5k (22.4% in 2017).
Based on the mid-point for each of the ranges in the following table, the total amount of reported inkind contribution is estimated to be £156,000 which is an increase of 41.8% on the estimated value
reported in 2017 (£110,000).
Organisations’ in-kind contributions to Being Human 2018 events (n=76)
Estimated in-kind contribution

No. of organisers

% of organisers

None

9

11.8%

Less than £1k

31

40.8%

£1k to £5k

26

34.2%

£5k to £10k

5

6.6%

£10k to £15k

2

2.6%

In-kind contribution received but not estimated

3

3.9%

Total

76

99.9%

The table below shows the estimated average funding and in-kind contribution levered per
responding organiser for 2017 and 2018. As to be expected the average funding amount decreased
and the in-kind contribution increased. However the estimated overall totals for levered funding and
in-kind support are comparable at £204,500 in 2018 and £219,000 in 2017.
Estimated resources levered by Being Human organisers 2017 to 2018
Total (based on mid-points
for ranges in tables above)

Average per responding
organiser

Additional funding levered 2017
Additional funding levered 2018

£109,000
£48,500

£1,300
£638

In-kind contribution levered 2017
In-kind contribution levered 2018

£110,000
£156,000

£1,400
£2,052
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Institutional support
Organisers were asked to describe any support they received from their institution's professional
services teams. Of the 77 organisers who responded to the question, around half described
marketing and PR support, with admin and finance teams also mentioned as forms of support
received.
The institute administrator offered support on all fronts, from logistics to promotion and on the
day of the event. Without her support, it would have been impossible to deliver this event.
(Organiser)
Many organisers described how they were supported by a variety of professional services teams and
individuals, including those with public engagement responsibilities.
We received terrific support from our School's Knowledge Exchange and Impact Manager and
our Communications Co-ordinator in the following areas: promotional materials; exhibition
materials; and publicity via external channels. (Organiser)
Marketing and PR helped with materials internally and externally; Reprographics helped with
the material we needed for a great display; Outreach helped with material we used during the
event; porters and the visual arts technician were wonderful in facilitating the best learning
space. The Research Centre contributed some funding for producing the material for the
display and some catering. (Organiser)
We received lots of support from professional services, in particular marketing & web teams
(posting event info online, making short film about the event), communications (preparing &
circulating press release, organising interviews), and public engagement teams (recommending
contacts). (Organiser)
Organisers were asked what institutional support they would have found useful but could not access.
Half either did not answer or responded ‘no’ or ‘N/A’. Around a half of the remaining respondents
suggested that they would have liked greater support for marketing and PR.
The marketing support could have been more targeted, but the marketing team is small and
promotes a large number of events simultaneously so small events like this one all tend to get
the same treatment. (Organiser)
Support and assistance in contacting local and national press. As far as I'm aware [my
colleague contacted the Press team] there was very little (possibly no) support provided in this
area. We did all the promotion ourselves, alongside coordinating 3 events and continuing with
our usual work. It did not seem of interest to the institution. Further financial support would
also have been beneficial. (Organiser)
Better communications channels outside of the University - the event was well advertised
within University but not externally (biggest learning point for us) (Organiser)
I did not receive significant support from my institution. Despite repeated emails to the PR
team about my event and its growing popularity, the University did not tweet about my event
from its central University account and they didn't retweet any of my tweets. They only put
together an 'In the media' news item after the event had taken place. I did however receive a
lot of support in terms of publicity from my immediate colleagues in the School of Humanities
who manage different, lower-level Twitter accounts. These colleagues tweeted and retweeted
extensively about my event, for which I am immensely grateful. (Organiser)
Some organisers suggested they would have benefitted from logistical support in delivering their
events, such as access to porters or help in finding and booking rooms, or additional financial
support.
It would have been great to be able to access financial support from my institution. The funding
was not there as a postdoctoral researcher - full time members of staff have access to
institutional funds for events that create impact or may lead to impact. (Organiser)
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Other organisers described how they would have found public engagement support useful,
suggesting that these organisers are recognising the difference that public engagement support can
make in their institutions.
We do not have a public engagement officer or office. (Organiser)
Yes, plenty. Most useful would have been some professional training in formulating the event,
creating content, applying to be part of the Festival. My institution provides no support
whatsoever for public engagement. (Organiser)
From attending the induction and training event in London in June 2018 it is clear that some
institutions provide considerable, dedicated support for public engagement and partnerships.
We hope that with the appointment of further staff to look after impact in the university, this
may change in future, but it did make promotion and preparation very difficult at times.
(Organiser)
Two organisers mentioned that higher level strategic support would have been valuable to them.
I would have found helpful to obtain support from other institutes in the promotion of the
event (retweeting, forwarding the invitation email to relevant partners they work with who are
in touch with target audiences, etc.). Also, Being Human events are always very time
consuming but their contribution not yet fully valued by many established academics/line
managers/etc. It would help if when organizing one of these events, the workload involved was
acknowledged and considered in the context of so many other responsibilities. (Organiser)

8.2.

Legacy outputs

69.9% of organisers reported that their involvement in Being Human 2018 resulted in outputs and
legacy projects (73.2% in 2017 and 78.8% in 2016). Descriptions of the outputs and legacy projects
include online content such as blogs and updating Wikipedia, making and screening of films, reusing
or developing exhibition material and resources for audiences in the future.
Reported outputs were categorised and the most frequently described categories were
‘Film/video/images’ reported by 28.8% followed by ‘Blog posts/ web articles’ reported by 21.1%.
These were also the top two categories of legacy outputs in 2017, as the table shows.
% of organisers reporting the top 6 categories of legacy outputs in 2018 (n=51) compared to
2017
2017

2018

1. Films/videos/images - 25.7%

1. Films/videos/images – 28.8%

2. Blog posts/ web articles – 20.0%

2. Blog posts/ web articles – 21.1%

3. Podcasts/sound clips/audio recordings – 13.1%.

3. Exhibitions – 11.5%.

4. Workshop resources – 1.6%

4. Model formats for events – 11.5%

5. Exhibitions – 10.0%

5. Online lectures/ live event streaming – 9.6%

6. Model formats for events – 8.6%

6. Workshop resources – 3.8%

Interviews referred to event content, such as activities or resources, and outputs that organisers felt
could have a legacy or potential legacy.
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So we’ve now got something that’s freestanding that we can use again and we’ve already had
requests to take that to other places. So and it meant we were part of a national festival,
which was good and that’s what we wanted. (Organiser)
And then a photographer got in touch with me beforehand and said the (events) are full, can
you fit me in and I said yeah, if you come and take some pictures and actually I had some
money left in the funding so I’m paying him, he took some absolutely brilliant photographs and
again I think that’s all (...) and we’ll definitely do something and also a composer who had
written a symphony with the (local geography) and things so yeah, there is lots of richness
surrounding it. (Organiser)

8.3.

Media outputs

69.8% of organisers reported media coverage for their Being Human 2018 events, this compares with
80.0% in 2017. As with the previous year, organisers were asked to report on media coverage other
than social media outputs. The most-common form of coverage was ‘Local or regional press – online’
(44.7%) followed by ‘Local/ regional press – printed’ (27.6%). In 2017, both online and printed local
and regional press was reported as one category, so although not being directly comparable the local
coverage followed the previous year’s pattern of local and regional coverage being greater than
national coverage.
Over half of those who reported national radio coverage referenced BBC Radio 3’s ‘Free Thinking’
programme and half (2) of those who reported national press coverage referenced the ‘Times Higher
Education Supplement’. As with previous years, no organisers reported national TV coverage.
Media coverage of Being Human reported by organisers (n=76)
50
45

44.7 %

40
35
30

27.6 %

30.2 %
26.3 %

25
20

17.1 %

15
10

9.2 %

7.8 %

5.2 %

5.2 %

5
0

Although local/ regional coverage was greater than national coverage, organisers recognised the
value of local/ regional coverage in promoting an event.
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My community partners put me in touch with local press and also promoted the event to their
mailing lists. There was a substantial article in the local newspaper. The events were almost
fully booked before the Being Human print programme came out. (Organiser)
The Radio slot was particularly useful and there was a small spike in bookings after broadcast.
(Organiser)
We did nag quite a lot I think the media communications team and we had quite a lot of things
in the local papers and things beforehand and people had clearly seen it, it worked. I think a
definite recipe for success was really being quite nagging with the Communications Officer at
the university and using some kind of personal contacts we had in the media as well so I don’t
know if that actually got across age levels or different groups in a way or whatever. (Organiser)
One organiser commented that there needs to be more proactive management in terms of timings in
order to optimise the promotion through local press.
Yeah, we did a little bit, and the local press was good. The local newspaper here is called
[name of paper] and they did a full spread, and so on. I think it’s great to have the local
coverage, but it tends to be quite near to the event itself as in for tomorrow, or even after the
event, “Last week we had this…” Which I can understand, but it would be quite… I don’t know,
maybe we could give a bit more of heads up and say, “Okay, next month we’re doing this, could
we have it maybe two or three days in advance?” That kind of thing. (Hub Coordinator)
In interview, organisers also reported using their own institutions’ and their partners’ social media
channels for promotion.
We had a lot of social media coverage, including by all the participating locations and partners.
I gave the press office at the university all the details (over a half hour phone call and via email)
for printed and online coverage, but this did not seem to turn into any press pieces. (Organiser)
Our main first standard form of marketing was through Facebook, Twitter, our social media
team were quite active in terms of pushing the content out. The second thing that we did is we
had a list of partners whom we tagged in our posts and emailed separately for them to
distribute and circulate the notices on their pages. (Organiser)
The promotional side, one thing I did for the first time this year is I took out Facebook ads, that
cost £150, or something like that. I think most people said, “Yeah, we saw this online, we
shared it online,” and so on, things like that. We do put all these events on the university’s
pages, the city council are quite good at putting things on their page. I just don’t think people
really look at that, I’m not sure to what extent people look at the booklets even, we gave them
all out and stuff, but I think it’s more of a word of mouth kind of thing really. (Hub coordinator)
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9. Organiser Experiences in Being Human 2018
This section outlines the feedback from organisers on their experiences when arranging and
delivering events as part of Being Human 2018.

9.1.

Central support and resources

Ratings of central support
96.1% of organisers would recommend participating in Being Human to others suggesting that they
had a positive experience of this year’s festival. This is reflected in the 2018 feedback about the
support provided by the Being Human central team, where the proportion of organisers selecting the
highest ‘excellent’ rating was 65.8%, compared to 61.2% last year. Whist there was a slight decrease
from 93.0% last year to 89.5% for combined ratings of both ‘good’ and ‘excellent’ ratings, only 2.5%
of organisers rated the support as average and none gave a below average rating, whereas as in
2017, 4.7% rated it as average or below.
Comparison of organiser ratings of central support 2017 (n= 85) and 2018 (n= 77)
0%

Support from central team: 2017

3.5%

20%

40%

60%

31.8%

80%

61.2%

100%

2.4%

1.2%

Support from central team: 2018 2.6%

Very poor

Poor

23.7%

Average

65.8%

Good

Excellent

7.9%

Don't know

Ratings of centrally provided marketing and resources
The team at SAS were responsible for central marketing and messaging for Being Human and also
produced a festival website and printed brochure covering the entire range of festival programming.
All elements of this marketing provision were highly rated in 2018.
The graphs overleaf compares organisers’ ratings for the different aspects of central marketing
provided in 2017 and 2018. Of note is the increase in proportions of those giving combined ratings of
‘good’ and ‘excellent’ for all elements. The respective figures for ‘Central marketing & key messaging’
were 93.4% in 2018, compared to 85.8% in 2017; for ‘Being Human festival website’ were 89.7% vs.
84.4%; and for ‘Being Human printed programme’ were 83.1% vs 80.0%.
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Comparison of organiser ratings of centrally provided marketing 2017 (n= 83 to 85) and 2018
(n= 76 to 77)
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32.9%

Central marketing & key messaging: 2018 3.9%
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9.1%

100%

42.9%

2.6%

45.8%

2.4%

46.8%

1.3%

2.4%
Printed programme: 2017

4.7%

Printed programme: 2018

31.8%

7.8%

48.2%

32.5%

12.9%

50.6%

5.2%

3.9%
Very poor

Poor

Average
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Excellent

Don't know

These positive ratings of central support and marketing were endorsed in the open-field survey
comments, particularly with regards to positive experiences of the support from the SAS central
team.
Cannot thank the Being Human team enough for their support and rapid response time.
(Organiser)
I found the central support from Being Human to be timely and very helpful. Thank you!
(Organiser)
The BH team were fantastic, both at delivering the key concepts of the Festival themes, support
with promotional leaflets and banners and at responding to enquiries. (Organiser)
The team are terrific, always incredibly helpful and supportive. It is worth noting that it is a
very small team who run such a hugely successful UK-wide operation with the utmost
professionalism. (Organiser)
Positive comments were confirmed in interviews with organisers, which highlighted the personal
response and enthusiastic support provided by the SAS team.
The team on it were very good and I thought there was a great will to have it happen and to
get people involved and I did feel that our project in particular was viewed with a great deal of
enthusiasm and very positively and you know, I felt like a very welcome part of a bigger thing
that was supportive of what we were doing, pleased to have us involved and I think that sort of
thing that diversifies humanities research is good to try and draw those sorts of slightly
different sorts of things in and aren’t another talk about something. (Organiser)
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Some organisers recognised that central resourcing and funding may potentially restrict what the
team could deliver. However, it was widely felt that any such constraint was not reflected in the
high-quality and positive and personal response they received.
Yeah I think we’ve got a really good relationship with them like Michael and stuff, I won’t name
the (...) but I think compared to say others who were doing similar things they’re very
responsive, they’re very supportive and interested. So they are restrained by money but I think
they make up for that in terms of just being on the end of the phone and chatting things
through and as I say being supportive, so I think I would struggle to be honest to say how they
could make it better without more money. (Organiser)
And that’s a little bit of a difficulty and it sort of reflects the fact that humanities research
funding levels are generally lower anyway, you know, when you look at sort of Pfizer grants
that scientific projects will get compared to humanities ones, the AHRC budget overall is much
lower. And it just reinforces that sort of – I don’t want to use the word poor relation but you
know, so that thing of being done on a shoestring or goodwill is – so but that said, I thought
the organisation was very good, there was lots of information, they were very helpful whenever
I emailed them they responded very quickly. (Organiser)
So that’s possibly not a message for the team per se, but really I think AHRC and the British
Academy and possibly Michael’s bosses need to realise quite how much they manage to do
with what they have available. That would be me as an outsider, that’s what I see, I see how
their professionalism is enormous. (Organiser)
As in previous years some of the organisers outside of London highlighted how they found it difficult
to attend training days (Being Human Masterclass) and the Showcase event due to cost and there
being no available funding to cover attendance.
Whenever I have sent an email I have always had a response, generally I felt well supported,
things that I had done, questions (...) the only thing that I said I felt less supported was when
there were events like the training day and then more particularly the opportunity to be part of
the showcase but there had been no kind of additional support thinking about the financing or
the considerations of getting to London to contribute to seeing something like that. (Organiser)
Also when they have done celebration events and things like that around the festival they are
always in London and that is just very difficult and for us when we didn’t have any money in the
first place you can’t think about them so you miss out on those extra benefits of the festival.
You do feel that while there might be statements made about wanting to be nationwide and
stuff like that but you only have to look at the brochure to see Northern Ireland, there were
only a couple of little things there and whatever and Wales is basically Swansea and that’s it. It
felt like a London festival with a few sort of regional bits. (Organiser)

Uptake of supporting information, marketing and evaluation resources
The table overleaf summarises organisers’ uptake of all information and resources that were
provided by the central SAS team. It shows that the most-frequently used information resources in
2018 were the evaluation guidance (used by 75.3%) and promotional guide (71.2%). The logos
(77.6%) and printed programme (76.3%) were the most-frequently used marketing resources, and
the paper questionnaire for attendees age 16 and over (76.7%) was the most-frequently used
evaluation resource. All other information sources and available resources were used by fewer than
half of organisers.
When comparing this year’s uptake of information and resources with that in 2017 generally the use
follows the same pattern. However, in Evaluation Resources is noted that there has been an increase
in the percentage of organisers using the audience questionnaire for those aged 16 and under. In
previous years this was an audience questionnaire for those aged 12 and under, when some
organisers also used this resource with 12 to 16 year olds. This means that although this increase is
to be expected with the shift in age range, it could also be indicative of more events aimed at
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younger audiences, which can be tracked in future years. Use of all other evaluation resources also
increased in 2018.
Of particular note for Marketing Resources, the percentage of organisers using the press toolkit
decreased to 15.8% from 27.8%.
Comparison of organisers’ use of centrally-provided information and resources 2017 to 2018
Description of information/resource

User % 2017

User % 2018

Information for event organisers
Evaluation guidance

81.0%

75.3%

Promotional guide

78.5%

71.2%

Emailing Eventbrite attendees (Emailing attendees
instructions in 2017)

38.0%

41.1%

Live streaming instructions

1.2%

1.4%

Not used any of these resources

5.1%

11.0%

Logos

74.7%

77.6%

Printed programme

70.9%

76.3%

Online branding materials

38.0%

43.4%

Press toolkit

27.8%

15.8%

Other resources, flyer and poster templates, t-shirts

11.4%

7.9%

Not used any of these resources

2.5%

5.3%

Attendee questionnaire for age 16 and over (age 12
and over in 2017)

71.8%

76.7%

Link to online attendee survey

34.6%

41.1%

Contributor (speaker/partner) survey

29.5%

37.0%

Audience questionnaire for age 16 and under (age
under 12 in 2017)

12.8%

34.2%

Not used any of these resources

9.0%

5.5%

Marketing Resources

Evaluation resources

Learning points from feedback on central support and resources
Although central support and resources were positively rated and described by the vast majority of
organisers, some suggested areas of improvement or additional resources that organisers would
have found useful were also outlined.
Organisers based outside of London felt that regional-level rather than national support would be
of greater use with regards to marketing and promotion, and would aid the identity and image of
Being Human as a UK-wide festival. This included suggestions about the potential for greater
collaboration between different organisers as well as having a regional support infrastructure.
Local support Local advertising Encouraging communication and partnerships between projects
in the same area (Organiser)
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Access to local contacts and partners involved in Being Human to cross-promote and support
one another - perhaps through digital means, or simply through shared newsletters/emails
Not sure if this already happens, but connecting local partners with one another if their
proposals appear to be linked or could benefit from one another? (Organiser)
Local online advertising organised centrally (Organiser)
Regional/country collaborative approaches; wider presence outside of London. (Organiser)
Yeah, it’s more about, not only about the growth of the brand and (…), but also the visibility
and marketing infrastructure. I’m not sure to what extent it’s possible maybe to have regional
co-ordinators who could help co-ordinate maybe that (…) engagement, say, on a county level,
or that sort of thing. Because that was one thing that was fairly difficult to me, even though
I’ve been in communications for our marketing officer, in terms of getting an interview on the
local BBC radio, that sort of stuff, it really wasn’t on top of the agenda, if you see what I mean.
(Hub Coordinator)
A number of organisers suggested ways to enhance the layout and visual imagery of the website
and printed programme, in order to make both of them more appealing to potential event
attendees, and thus aid promotion, and to make the website easier for organisers to access and
update, as well as enabling booking directly through the website.
Printed Programme: Also have events listed by date. List contacts details for each site in the
booklet (phone or website or email) - as we needed people to book in advance. (Organiser)
Clearer strands that identify the key subjects in the humanities that events may relate to (i.e.
Archaeology/Anthropology, Social Sciences etc.) so that those who may not be aware of these
subject areas become familiar with the terms and meanings (Organiser)
I do appreciate that space on the programme booklet is limited, but it would be great if the
names of the events organisers were written in the printed programme booklet. (Organiser)
I thought the brochure was a little bit dull to be honest, I’m sure they could have made much
better use of images and things. (Organiser)
The Being Human website isn't particularly interesting or exciting and it is a shame that you
can't book for the events through that website. (Organiser)
For all organisers, but particularly those taking part in Being Human for the first time, it was felt
there is scope to improve awareness and sharing of all available knowledge, information and
resources, so that all forms of support – central and institutional - are utilised as fully as possible.
Organisers felt this would optimise the quality of all events and improve the experiences for
attendees and organisers alike.
A section on the website with advice/tips from previous organisers. Some of the resources from
the training day available on the website. (Organiser)
liaison between the festival marketing team, event organisers and their institutional support
team - making sure that event organisers are aware of the guidance that the festival can
provide on how to market events (I was not aware of this guidance until late in the day and
consequently missed crucial opportunities to publicise the event) (Organiser)
Making potential organizers aware of the relevance to have some in-house support in place
(Organiser)
Whilst the majority of organisers recognised that planning timescales and timing of the festival are
fixed, there were some slight frustrations expressed about the relatively short amount of time
available to plan and produce events, particularly when involving partners, and about the time of
year Being Human takes place. For some organisers involved in both festivals, Being Human is held
inconveniently close to the Festival of Social Sciences.
Exactly considering the timeframes and if it’s usually end of April or something like that that
applications are made and you hear about the end of May, beginning of June and say it’s five
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months, it’s not a small amount of time to organise an event but if you have to bring in
someone big it’s limiting but I don’t know, the cycle I can imagine for Michael and company,
the cycle is pretty packed as it is, I don’t know how much earlier you could do it. (Hub
coordinator)
Yeah it does take up – we spend a lot of time over the summer months on our planning. We
have – we make sure we’ve got all of our marketing collateral ready over July and August, so
we’re ready to go even before the festival starts to launch. And that’s because we’ve also just
worked that into our schedule because once September comes, as you know, in universities it’s
so frantic, so we use July and August to get it ready. (Hub Coordinator)
I don’t think there’s much we can do about it, is a lot of people, not a lot of people, but some
people do query the dates, why that time of year. I’m personally quite happy with those dates
because by then we’re into the run of the semester, for us it’s the end of the semester, the
students are tired and people are tired……But it does mean we can’t do many things outside. I
think from the university’s point of view, because it’s the end of the semester so I think it’s just
an issue of fatigue really. (Hub coordinator)
The other thing maybe to think about and I have only just thought of it in my head as I am
talking to you is just timing so it’s kind of coming up to the end of term and exam time and
there are lots of other things on at that time, it always kind of slightly clashes with Festival
Social Science, always the week after. So I don’t know if there’s an reason in why they time it
sort of end of November or if they would even consider moving it I don’t know like February or
March because I think that would be better for academics, better for students, I can’t think of
any other kind of research festivals or anything like that, that run at that time but they may
have their own reasons. (Organiser)
Improvements to the evaluation of Being Human were also suggested, mainly focused on using
methods other than questionnaires, but also suggestions about evaluating longer-term impacts
rather than the immediate aims of the festival, which a planned 5-year review should address at least
in part. It should be noted that some of the feedback about evaluation (and other forms of support)
had previously been addressed through guidance, information online and the masterclass support,
including provision of suggested alternative methods for evaluation, although it is clear that not all
organisers were aware of the full range of available resources and guidance.
The only element that I felt was a little problematic was the collection of feedback. I
deliberately avoided handing out paper copies of the feedback form as my events were
outdoors and environmentally oriented, though I did email all the attendees with the online
link. I understand that the information collected on the form is useful for BH to assess the
demographic of attendees, but also seems a little uncreative in its approach (in danger of
'killing the magic'). There may be no way around this, but it was the one element that (in my
view) slightly diminished the creativity and free-spirit of the events. (Organiser)
Provide shorter versions of evaluation questionnaires (Organiser)
More focus on support and ensuring success and longevity for projects than on evaluation for a
shorter-term aims. (Organiser)
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9.2.

Partnership working within Being Human

81.8% of organisers reported that partner institutions or organisations were involved in their Being
Human events, compared with 85.2% in 2017. However the total number of reported partners this
year was higher at 195, compared to 181 in 2017.
Other than events reported by the hubs, the numbers of partners reported ranged from 1 to 6 per
organiser. A majority reported 2 partners or fewer, with 29.0% having one partner (36.5% in 2017)
and 44.0% having two partners (28.2% in 2017).
55.9% of organisers reported that at least one of their partnerships were initiated through their
involvement in Being Human 2018 (41.0% for 2017) and 8.8% reported that these partnerships had
been initiated by involvement in previous Being Human events, which was not reported in 2017.
Around half of all organisers described how they expected partnerships to continue in the future.
Although some of this expected continuation was through the repeated use of venues and resources,
the majority suggested scope for further collaboration on public engagement activities, with some
opportunities for further public engagement partnership working having already been identified and/
or implemented.
Being Human gave us the opportunity to engage with some new partners for the first time…..
We will be having follow-up discussions to identify further partnership opportunities as we are
interested in working with both of these partners on an ongoing basis. (Organiser)
Hoping to deliver further public engagement activities in future. The partnership has already
resulted in my being invited to give a lecture on a related theme. (Organiser)
I expect further events to be run in partnership with our new partner. Involvement with Being
Human enhanced our established relationship with another partner and we look forward to
working with them both again on the project. (Organiser)
Plan to use host venue for future events (already in discussion about their support for a future
funding bid). Working with creative practitioners/organisations to develop future engagement
activity in connection with my own research. (Organiser)
Strong links were forged with some of the new partners. These included new venues, as well as
lifelong learning programmes. For instance, we expect BH2018 to have kick-started a
programme of PhD-to-public seminars in conjunction with [venue]. (Organiser)
We hope to continue relationships with artists involved through working on some of the same
joint interests in future public engagement projects, hopefully involving medium term
partnerships leading to patient involvement activities. (Organiser)
We will continue to nurture these partnerships through additional public engagement
activities, student internships, and hopefully, via Being Human 2019! (Organiser)
In interview, some organisers expressed the view that it could be beneficial to have a facilitated
structure to continue their engagement with partners beyond the Being Human festival.
And I just thought of this, you asked me what I thought would be really good, if there is a way
to pick up so Being Human you create this relationship with your own partner who may or may
not already have them, do your event and workshops and when done if there is some way to
find ways of building, I don’t know, it becomes an enabling or developing thing, I don’t know if
that’s (...) some kind of further engagement or that might be a different- There almost needs to
be a fringe activity that continues throughout the year or it’s kind of a what next isn’t it I
suppose? (Organiser)
I think taking it forward I feel that my personal view is that public engagement is better when
it’s collaborating with somebody outside, not always but I feel that is something that we should
just push all the time really, I think that shouldn’t be the odd one out, it should be the thing
that we do or we strive to do every time I think. (Organiser)
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Interviews also identified how Being Human is seen by organisers as a useful way to establish and
consolidate new partnerships.
It is also a really good vehicle for us to collaborate both for new partnerships, with venues,
organisations, maybe artists in the city. (Hub Coordinator)
There were kind of some of those links and then I think by having a concrete thing saying the
event has to take place on this date and it will have funding to do it then and it’s linked to this
theme, I think it helps to cement that into an actual working relationship. (Hub Coordinator)
Interviews also revealed examples of how organisers were considering ways to optimise
partnerships through aligning with other large city-wide or region-wide programmes of activity that
have the potential to benefit their organisation at a strategic level.
I would say that the obvious thing to do is to make [an existing programme of activity] into a
part of the Being Human festival and think about how exactly that would go ahead because
actually it would be a really valuable way of doing the Being Human festival in [the city].
Reading through the [existing activity] programme I thought ah, this seems like a readymade
hub programme for Being Human and I was astonished it wasn’t a Being Human event.
(Organiser)
I think in total we had about 10 or 11 different partnerships across the different events, so
that’s quite good, and some of them were very longstanding partnerships and very critical to us
on a large scale strategy level, so [our partner], we’ve done quite a lot of work with them
previously, especially last year for the launch event, and we did it the same way this year as
well, so it’s a great platform, both for us but also for [name of partner]. Then for pushing
forward that collaboration and giving us an opportunity to host a big event together. (Hub
Coordinator)

9.3.

Experience of Being Human as a National Festival

In interview, organisers described a number of benefits from being part of a national programme of
events promoted under one umbrella brand or identity.
Being Human was welcomed by organisers for providing a national platform that raises the external
and internal profile of both events and the organisations that run them. This higher profile was
reported to have helped create and strengthen a feeling of community among different institutions
involved in humanities public engagement.
Well I mean I think basically I think it has an awful lot to offer. I think one of the – there are a
few kind of difficulties of working in [the city]. It’s not a wealthy area and so funding is
difficult, but also visibility of whatever you do. I mean it’s actually been slightly better since the
Brexit vote, because of its capital of Brexit tagline, but the visibility of anything that happens in
[the city] is quite low and so Being Human, as a national festival can sort of help to put the sort
of stuff we’re doing on the map and I think that’s probably one of the key benefits alongside
providing I guess straightforwardly a source of funding alongside the money that actually to be
fair [the universities] are putting in. (Organiser)
Well, the third thing that I really appreciated was precisely that this would be part of a national
event and you will sit alongside things all around the country. Yeah, it was the rationale, it was
the breadth of the work, the inclusivity, if you want, the fact that it’s quite different things.
(Organiser)
And also just the feel of you’re supporting the communal feel, so to speak, between all of the
different hubs, especially through communications with Michael, it was really nice to feel a part
of something bigger. (Organiser)
The fact Being Human is a national festival was deemed to add value within organisers’ own
institutions by raising the profiles of researchers and projects that featured in events and through
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developing local links and greater understanding about the roles that university institutions play in
local communities.
[Being a hub] helped enormously with our kind of internal profile raising with the individuals
that were doing projects to say like this is really good that [name of university] has been chosen
to do this. And otherwise I think – I would say that’s the main thing, I would say it helped a lot
with kind of promoting it to senior management and when we were talking about Being
Human as well and inviting people to it (Hub coordinator)
So for me it’s been absolutely critical in terms of building community relations and you know,
emphasising that what we do as a university, that research can matter to people? That people
generally can enjoy it and that people can look forward to it. And it’s just become such a key
staple in our calendar. (Hub coordinator)
Being Human’s national profile was reported to have supported researchers at an individual level by
providing them a recognised, structured framework within which to carry out public engagement,
with the resulting benefits of enriching them as researchers and providing a professional
development opportunity.
Well I think it might have been key in the sense that some of the people attended the event
might have actually gotten to know about the event through the amazing programme that this
year’s Being Human event. I think conceptually the idea of being part of a huge festival that
aims at taking research studies done on the humanities into the larger public beyond academia
is of course one of the main reasons why we participated, because we do feel that often the
researchers are sort of isolated in our abstract bubble and that’s not how it should be.
(Organiser)
Yeah definitely and I think and it’s one of the ways that I think we sell it to our researchers, so
like you’re not on your own here, you’re not just putting on a one off thing in a library in [name
of location], you’re part of a much bigger thing and so some of that promotion will be done for
you and you know, people might pick up on it because they’re going to other Being Human
things and yeah. (Hub coordinator)
I think it’s a really good tool in my toolkit, in a way, to propose to people who are early on in
their pathway or early on in their impact journey, who think that they could start building their
profile. Because it has a national platform, it could be a really good showcase for their
collaborations and give them a bit of exposure. It’s a useful tool to have, especially as I also am
thinking about potential candidates for the programme next year…. Yeah, and at least, so the
way me and the team often use it is when we think about who we would like to target for
Being Human, we think about people who we know would be good at public engagement, but
also those that we think might in the future, maybe in four, five, six years’ time be potentially
one of our research impact champions, if you see what I mean. (Hub coordinator)
Another feature of the national reach and status of Being Human was identified as a more
coordinated approach to public engagement within the humanities. This was reported to have had
a positive impact on the profile of humanities within the public engagement landscape, which was
sometimes thought to be dominated by STEM subjects. As a consequence Being Human has
highlighted the value the humanities can bring to cross-disciplinary public engagement.
Yes, I could have done it on my own, but I think Being Human really offered a very nice
container for it, A, because I thought, I mean, the whole approach of the festival really
resonated with me, and these things, there is a lot of research going on in humanities but it
doesn’t always reach its intended audiences, or even way beyond its intended audiences. So I
very much like the reasons for which the festival is set up (Organiser)
I am marketing and outreach officer (...) my department so personally it’s being talking about
as being really engaged with trying to find opportunities to get people to view more of so it
varies across subjects within those departments and varies amongst staff members and also
the nature of their research so I think my impression is across the sciences they’re very, very
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good at doing public engagement and I think increasingly colleagues are realising the benefits
of doing public engagement as part of their programmes as well, I only think it’s something
that’s going to grow rather than shrink, that’s just my opinion, and I think that’s where Being
Human might be important. (Organiser)
We run public engagement events and activities and the first of those are festival activities, so
Being Human is a perfect vehicle for us, ideally we’d like to work with Being Human again, an
ongoing (...) and we work with things like ESRC Festival of Social Science and that kind of stuff
(...) so those national platforms but on a local level. (Organiser)
And I think one of the interesting things about Being Human is that you know, there are a lot of
opportunities for science engagement. Humanities engagement while excellent is not always
so coordinated and so the advantage of taking part in a coordinated thing that’s being
coordinated by – there’s central marketing and central promotion, is rare I think for humanities
stuff and so that’s really nice as well. (Organiser)
As reported in section 7.1, around one-fifth of organisers were professional services staff with public
engagement roles. A number of academic staff organisers also had impact or engagement roles
within their research departments or groups. Many organisers in both these groups were using Being
Human as a way to support researchers in public engagement. Those working in public engagement
support were also positive about working within a Being Human theme as it helped them to focus
and coordinate activities with different researchers.
I think it’s good, I think it’s always good to have a theme because I think it guides people’s
thinking one way because then I think there is an element of it could just be, if there is no
theme or no subject, I think it could be anything. (Organiser)
So it was one of those things that I think always serves as a really nice starting point, because
basically if we just say to everyone just come your humanities engagement ideas, they’d be like
what? How on earth – where do you start? So having something like that at least I think helps
focus it. (Hub coordinator)
Organisers also commented on how Being Human offered the opportunity to work across subject
disciplines and schools which is deemed beneficial to the wider institution, including with regards
to REF reporting.
I think in general in terms of what we get out of Being Human is a really good element of our
activity within the faculty. We’ve got three different schools, Being Human festival is an event
that joins all of them together really nicely through our narrative and strategy around building
partnerships in the city, especially in the cultural sector and the creative sector and with local
communities. (Hub Coordinator)
And it’s difficult because [working in silos] doesn’t work very well within REF and everyone’s
very focussed on REF you know, it is much easier to stay in your own little silo and carry on
business as normal where you know what a successful publication’s going to look like and you
know what a successful project’s going to look like, whereas all the time you’re staying in silos
sort of ditches around subjects are getting deeper really. (Organiser)
But so – but I do think that both disciplines are really – yeah, getting new insights, new
perspectives on how the role or the discipline works, but there are these eureka moments I
think, that I’ve had quite a few times, by working with people from other disciplines and that’s
why I’m still keen to continue to do that and the REF exercise is kind of acknowledging that as
well and there’s more and more yeah, how do you (..) off interdisciplinary (…). (Organiser)
However, one area of improvement identified by both interviewed organisers and survey
respondents was to improve the overall promotion of Being Human as a national festival and how
it links to the humanities. Organisers suggested that an enhanced national profile would improve
the impact of their own communications and aid the promotion of individual events, as well as help
to promote the humanities to the public.
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It would be great to get a greater national buzz about this to help with regional recognition.
(Organiser)
One of the participants mentioned that the brand of 'Being Human' meant nothing to her. She
had no notion of what the 'humanities' might be in particular, nor of how the associated
disciplines related to the concept of 'being human' more than others. (Organiser)
But we also realised that people we didn’t really know that these activities like belonged to the
Being Human Festival, we felt like it wasn’t really advertised enough I think. So when they
came here, the others explained to them that this is part of the Being Human Festival and we
are doing these activities and so on, but I think from like yesterday’s experience, the parents
were very happy that the kids enjoyed it. (Organiser)
I suppose that’s a message for AHRC and the British Academy who fund it possibly that if they
really want to create this national profile for the festival and for humanities research but I think
that requires a lot more money than they’re currently putting in. If that is seriously their
ambition as funders they’ve got to put their hand more deeply in their pockets I think.
(Organiser)
I suppose I don’t have a sufficiently clear idea of how it works at the centre in a way to be able
to comment and I don’t think I’ve got a terribly clear picture of the overall bigger thing, I mean
obviously I was at the launch of it, but in terms of kind of what was going on in different
universities or different cities or towns across the country I didn’t really have time to read
across that very clearly and see what was going on. (Organiser)

9.4.

Engaging audiences

Audience diversity
One of the key aims for the 2018 Being Human festival was to diversify audiences. It should be noted
local diversification aims were not merely defined by ethnicity or deprivation measures, and
organisers described a range of diversification achievements that were relevant to their particular
local environment and their typical public engagement audiences. Reaching younger audiences and
specific local communities were important routes to diversification in many cases.
As in 2017, organisers commented on how they diversified their audiences through working in
partnership, both in terms of using their partner networks and venues and in building on existing
programmes of activity with particular communities or audience groups.
Yes, so we did have a reasonably diverse audience I think, and I was really pleased with that
and this is not necessarily me, it’s more the colleagues, the people that I work with, they’ve
really got some excellent grass roots networks in very different fields, so they work through
libraries, through writers’ networks and the museum’s got their own kind of networks. And
they are very much aware that it should be inclusive… (Organiser)
I think one of the things I would do would be to capitalise more on the passing trade within
[name of venue] so for instance it’s a funny place in that to enter the house is an entrance fee
but the area where we had the workshop was free, the café below is free and what I realised
from being there is a lot of people come to the café who don’t actually go into [name of venue]
so if I were to do it in that venue again, in fact they did this on the second day, put notices on
all the tables in the café saying did you know that there’s free drop in workshop upstairs, come
along and that brought in loads more people so I think there was signage up on site but
perhaps I think more could be done to make it clear that this was something that even though
it was a workshop nobody was going to have to act or perform or be expected to paint
beautifully or do anything that might make them feel uncomfortable. (Organiser)
Because it worked really well last time because it brought people in, because there was already
something going on in which local people were involved and it worked really well this time as
well and in a sense I think probably the project benefited I would say, from seeking to link my
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research with something that was already happening in the local community, rather than being
a kind of a parachuted in activity…. (Organiser)
One organiser commented on how reaching new audiences would very likely lead to continued
engagement with those audience groups.
But not at all, in fact I think we maybe got less than 5% of people from the university otherwise
we got people from far and wide and from a diverse range of backgrounds and they seemed to
be, they laughed in all the right places, they participated very willingly, very freely, I wondered
if they had seen nothing like that and we couldn’t even get out of the room at the end. We
were there for about two hours talking to people and the very thing that they kept on saying is
when are you doing it again, is this part of a series, can we come back, we’ll bring other people.
Some of them have been in touch since and clearly using our resources and other kind of
resources, so it went far and beyond anything we could have expected in terms of actually
seeing the reaction in people. (Organiser)
Some organisers commented specifically on positive aspects of having a variety of age groups
attending their events/ activities.
We had teenagers and also had retired people and everyone in between so I don’t know quite
how that worked but we did get a multi-generational audience. (Organiser)
The other thing that was very good is we drew the attention of some elderly people and that’s
something that we’d hoped for, to sort of gather research from the 50s, 60s etc. so I think
that’s important. (Organiser)
However, it was also highlighted that for family events or other multigenerational audiences it was
beneficial to have a clearly defined target audience, or a way of engaging the whole family in
activities. In practice this often required a variety of formats offering appropriate levels of interaction
for all family members and different age groups.
So I think the fact, I think that because we were very mindful of what we were – well we were
trying to think of activities that would appeal to different age groups, so we did that, but then
we did work really hard on our marketing as well. So we had individual fliers for every single
event, so we were able to send not just – we were able to target…. I think first of all we
deliberately put on activities that appealed to different age groups, so we didn’t just go for the
very young children or very young adults, we had things across the board. (Hub coordinator)
In fact one of the things that if was to do it again I would need to think carefully about was that
although I’d kind of aimed the exhibition at adults, actually it tended to appeal most to children
and also adults kind of assumed it was meant to be for children. So if a family turned up, the
adults would encourage the children to do the exercise, rather than doing it themselves. So it’s
not to say that a lot of adults did do the exercise but it was quite a clear distinction about how
it ended up, the actual exhibitions ended up going as well. (Organiser)
But actually, I think we do need some formality, I think we do need some structure. People
wouldn’t have to go to the lecture, they could just pop in and out, but I think with the theme we
were thinking of … it’s really pitched for quite a young audience, we had a young audience
event. But it does occur to me that with parents there and people of all ages actually there was
scope to have done perhaps a bit more structuring. (Hub coordinator)
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Organisers also identified some challenges in reaching new audiences, where it was felt that the
experience of the Being Human central team and other organisers could have been helpful. Specific
guidance on reaching different communities and audiences may be one way to address this.
I’m so keen on really sort of bringing it to the people for whom the word humanity might not
mean a lot and that happens to some degree but I’m still not sure how much was breaking into
those sections of the audience and I think that something for us to take on board and see how
we can do it (Hub coordinator)
One thing I think we really need to work on, I think there’s no easy answer but hopefully we can
get some feedback from Being Human HQ, is how to include BME audience and LGBT
audiences, but without labelling it basically. That might backfire saying, “Here’s our LGBT
event, this is just for you,” how could we make it more inclusive? I guess what we’ve been
doing so far is tried to not be exclusionist, so that is it’s for everyone. But I think sometimes we
do need to engineer it, we do need to make sure we actively pursue BME and LGBT audiences.
(Hub coordinator)
Depth of engagement
Organisers of multiple events, including hub coordinators, indicated that they had been able to
develop a strategy for audience engagement in 2018 that afforded opportunities to achieve breadth
and depth engagement. This did this by creating balanced programmes comprising some events that
delivered deeper engagement, which tends to happen with smaller audience numbers, and other
events designed to attract larger audience numbers to achieve broader engagement.
A few organisers observed that smaller events offering in-depth interactions could be particularly
helpful when targeting specific audience groups, particularly those that may be unused to large-scale
events, or where audience involvement or two-way engagement was of paramount importance.
Oh that was incredible, it’s a shame that due to the capacity issue that we couldn’t have it for
more than about 20 people or something like that because people were participating in it so
much and so on but it was incredible, I think it was for about four hours we went for, between
five and nine. That level of engagement and sort of hands-on then there is a debate and then
there is some questions and people talking and then [description of activity] and people
reacting but they consider why they react. Absolutely brilliant so I really like that one because
of the depth of engagement. So I think it’s important that Being Human recognises the need for
these smaller events. There is a need I understand for large events and events that attract a lot
of people even though they might not engage very deeply they hear about it, they learn about
the festival, they may give some thought to it and sometimes they come again next year and
tell their friends. (Hub coordinator)
On the final [name of event] quite a magical thing happened which was about half way along
we were stopping to talk about elements of how [topic of event] was being used and suddenly
all the people in the group started joining in and it became a kind of multi dialogue, not just the
[name of event] leaders but people starting to talk about what place means to them, how they
think humans should interact with place, how they do interact with place, we had someone
talking about the Australian aboriginal context, so it sparked just the kind of discussion that I
hoped it would, very spontaneous way, nobody said well what do you think, it kind of erupted.
(Organiser)
So rather than simply here’s a creative thing that we’ve done for you, consume it, but actually
engage them throughout the whole process, we worked really hard on that this year. (Hub
coordinator)
The second main ambition, if you like, was also to have some smaller, more intimate events,
really provide deep, deep engagement and manifestation of the concept behind the festival
itself which is to show how humanities is engaged with constructing one’s view of the world.
(Organiser)
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10. Organiser Outcomes from Being Human 2018
The section presents organisers’ feedback when asked about Being Human’s impacts on them and
their institutions.

10.1. Personal outcomes
Almost all organisers described positive personal outcomes from participating in Being Human 2018.
The most commonly occurring personal outcomes are summarised below.
Increased knowledge and understanding of event planning and management
This outcome was also reported by organisers in 2017 and is indicative of the professional
development benefits that organisers gain from taking part in Being Human. Individuals who were
new to event organisation and those with more experience in public engagement described this
outcome.
This is one of the first times that I've personally organised a public event, and I feel that it's
helped my own professional development in showing both the importance and value of interdisciplinary events, really creating a wide range of interesting angles, insights and connections
too... however I've also learned a lot about the complexity of bringing such a wide range of
research and themes together into a coherent event. (Organiser)
It was a challenge to develop my event organising skills, and I have learned that I need to learn
a lot more about communication with the press externally and finding ways to connect with
information streams in the community. It was a good event to bring together researchers and
artists in my school and field where there are fewer opportunities to do this outside of
conferences. A public event and conversation gave this more meaning. (Organiser)
Although I have done public engagement work before, the Festival is a different challenge in
terms of dealing with diverse audiences and trying to drum up media coverage, advertising,
and encourage registrations. However, the experience has been really useful in developing my
skills in organising and promoting public engagement events, and identifying key areas of
strength or areas for development in the types of events we organised and audiences that we
can reach. (Organiser)
Development of transferable skills
Transferable skill impacts included management and organisational skills as well as communication
and team-working. Also of note was the reported development of skills and good practice in
partnership working.
The event had a huge impact on my professional development. It was a steep learning curve
but I learnt so much about how to manage a team and work with non-academic partners. I am
a much better leader and manager now. I had experience of organising academic events but in
fact there is not too much crossover: a whole new set of skills is required to work with many
hundreds of members of the public and those outside academia. I also felt that my writing and
speaking skills improved through the outreach days and the event itself. (Organiser)
It's helped my confidence and proved that I can run things single-handedly. I will use this
experience in whatever role I manage to get next, as public engagement is important to me.
(Organiser)
Many of the relationships with partners that were part of the festival were ones I had already
set up prior to the events. The festival gave a nice focus to some of these, and helped to provide
a platform to open out some of these conversations in more public settings. Pursuing these has
mean that it is much more likely the work will contribute towards a future impact case study.
(Organiser)
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Community engagement or partnerships informing research
A number of organisers described how connections made through Being Human with specific
communities, audience groups or partners were already influencing how they approach their
research, and in some cases were informing research plans and funding applications.
It really helped me understand better an aspect of the history and life of the (ethic group)
community that I had not explored in depth before, it gave me a lot of visibility and publicity
both within the community and beyond it, and it gave me a lot of motivation to carry on my
work in this area. (Organiser)
I learned a huge amount from participating in the festival - in terms of event organisation,
working with creative practitioners/external partners, and engaging with non-specialist
audiences. It also led to some conversations which have been instrumental in developing my
thinking about my research, and I'm hoping that the partnerships which have been instigated
will continue to develop in future. (Organiser)
So I think working with [name of a community] really helped fine tune and finalise the (AHRC)
proposal and yeah, we obviously mentioned the Being Human festival in the application.
(Organiser)
Greater awareness and experience of different audiences
As also reported in 2017, organisers describe how Being Human’s ambition to diversify audiences
encouraged them to learn more about particular local audience groups and to gain a better
understanding of how to most effectively approach and engage those groups.
The festival has given me a greater level of enthusiasm for participating in future public
engagement activities. I also feel I have a better understanding of local audiences, although I'm
aware that our events tend to attract the same type of people from the same more middle
class parts of the city. I'm now more aware, therefore, that we need to try to think of new ways
to appeal to a wider range of people when doing public engagement; this will involve doing the
right sort of events, in the right parts of the city, with the right sort of advertising. (Hub
coordinator)
Making me aware of the challenges of working with different audiences; finding a way that has
worked to communicate my research to the general public and learning from their reactions to
it and their questions; working with a professional to prepare the event was already a learning
and valuable experience. (Organiser)
Career development opportunities
Although described by fewer organisers than some other outcomes, the opportunity to enhance
their individual profile and institutional recognition which potentially could lead to subsequent
career impact was noted in some cases.
Well, I suppose I’m just about finishing the period of so-called early career and I’m moving on
to mid-career. At the same time what is also happening is that I’m moving away from the area
of my doctoral research and into a new field. It takes quite a lot of persistence, if you want, to
establish yourself when you’re changing discipline, not wildly, but when you move on from the
stuff that is more clearly related to your doctoral research. To my mind, Being Human offers
me that kind of clout, that kind of recognition, that I am now moving into this new field and I
can prove to you that what I’m doing is worthwhile because I have now taken part in this
festival. So it was an issue of being recognised and being able to say, “Well, I’ve been
recognised by Being Human.” (Organiser)
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10.2. Institutional outcomes
Organisers described two main categories of institutional impacts.
Models or framework for future public engagement activities
This outcome was also reported in 2017. It is indicative of the value of Being Human in providing a
structured framework for public engagement, which institutions can adopt and develop for both the
humanities and other academic disciplines.
I think there are lessons we can learn institutionally from running our Being Human Festival
hub 2018 that could apply to other large festival programmes. I think we will have also made
some new partners to work with on public engagement activities through our work on the
festival as mentioned in a previous question. (Hub coordinator)
Participating in Being Human has given us the confidence and knowledge to put on public
events -- and we especially appreciate the structured way in which the festival functions.
(Organiser)
It’s given us a model for other colleagues to use. (Organiser)
Cross-disciplinary working
Organisers described how, because it spans all subjects within the humanities, Being Human has
fostered a culture of collaborative working around public engagement and encouraged organisers
and increased researchers awareness of the potential benefits of inter-disciplinary collaborations on
public engagement activities
I think this is the first time we've brought so many disciplines together for a Being Human event
and I hope that it's shown the value of doing so to a range of our researchers, possibly
promoting collaboration in future public engagement endeavours. (Organiser)
More attempts to join up work by colleagues in different units. (Organiser)
It's made us pull out our humanities links / discipline more. (Organiser)
Factors that affected institutional impact
As in 2017, some organisers expressed doubts about the potential for institutional impact, mainly
due to a lack of wider institutional involvement in their particular event or programmes of events.
They know it is a thing now - which is great. Hard to say whether BH has had this effect, but it
has focused my attention on other events which I think we could do better. (Organiser)
Unfortunately, I do not think that my institution capitalised on the success of my Being Human
event. (Organiser)
Not much, apart from the colleagues involved there was little interest in our event. We did it
for ourselves and the attendees. (Organiser)
My institution weren't hugely involved in the organisation of my event. They helped a lot with
publicity but they didn't assist in the organisation. As such, I don't think that it will change the
way that they operate, although I will be able to assist colleagues who organise BHF events in
the future. (Organiser)
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Organisers reported that institutional impact depended on an institution’s existing level of public
engagement activity. Those who felt that public engagement was well established within their
institution suggested there was less scope for Being Human to have institutional-level impact.
We have been working with Being Human for a number of years so our public engagement
template is pretty well defined at this point. (Organiser)
Again not really, because as an organisation we already do a lot of public engagement.
(Organiser)
Not at all, institution has strong record of public engagement, however, more support from the
institution for the event would be useful. (Organiser)
Other organisers, who felt that public engagement was less well established or in development at
their institution, reported greater scope for impact, even if it may only be small in the first instance.
We're pushing PE at [name of university] - BH is a perfect best practice example. (Organiser)
I hope to discuss this event more in team meetings. I think it is a small step in a department
that has very little previous experience of public engagement work. (Organiser)
It is now in the agenda of the Research Centre and the Head of Research, who participated in
organising some elements of the event, appreciates the significance of the festival and its
growing profile. (Organiser)
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11. Contributor Feedback about Being Human 2018
This section presents feedback from contributors to events, who included speakers, panellists,
creative performers and partners.
Contributor views were captured via a survey distributed by event organisers. The relatively high
proportion of undergraduate students who responded suggests that that in some cases this survey
was also distributed to event helpers and volunteers. It is recommended that any similar survey in
future should include a routing question to distinguish between the different types of contributors,
e.g.by asking them their role in the festival.

11.1. Contributor profile
Contributors were most commonly based at universities, at 62.5%, which is unsurprising given Being
Human’s focus on promoting research in the humanities. The equivalent proportions in 2017 and
2016 were 37.5% and 56.6% respectively. Most contributors who selected ‘other’ described
themselves as freelance or self-employed as artists, performers or specialists.
Contributors’ organisations (n=96)
0.0%
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Museum/Archive

60.0%

80.0%
62.5%

6.3%

Community organisation/group

8.3%

Arts organisation

7.3%

Other

40.0%

15.6%

As shown overleaf, just over one-quarter (26.7%) of university-based contributors reported that they
were academic staff, compared to 57.1% in 2017. In contrast the proportion of postgraduate
students was considerably higher this year at 30.0%, compared to 7.1% in 2017, indicating that Being
Human provides opportunities for individuals who are at the earliest stage of a career in research.
The total of proportion of ‘research active contributors’ i.e. these two categories plus early career
researchers was 61.7%, compared to the 2017 and 2016 equivalents of 71.3 % and 76.8%. The
reduction in this overall proportion may be attributed to the contributor survey being distributed to
undergraduate student volunteer helpers this year, as noted in the introduction.
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University contributors’ roles/ job types (n= 60)
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Connection to Being Human sponsors
Over one-third (37.0%) of the ‘research active’ university-based contributors were currently funded
by the AHRC and none were currently funded by the British Academy. In 2017, none of the
contributors were currently receiving funding from either organisation. This year, 16.2% and 2.7%
reported they had in the past received funding from the AHRC or British Academy respectively. Last
year’s equivalents were 26.7% and one contributor.
Previous experience of Being Human / public engagement
Around one-quarter (26.3%) of all contributors had not taken part in any form of public engagement
before Being Human 2018 and most of these were students – both undergraduate and postgraduate. This proportion is considerably less than the 42.0% who were new to public engagement at
Being Human 2017. 7.4% reported they had taken part in a least one previous Being Human festival,
meaning most (92.6%) were participating in the festival for the first time in 2018, which is higher
than the 82.0% and 88.1% who were first-time contributors to Being Human in 2017 and 2016.
These data indicate that Being Human 2018 attracted fewer contributors who were new to public
engagement than in previous years, but that their experience was more likely to have been gained
through activities other than Being Human.
Contributors’ prior experience of Being Human and public engagement (n=95)
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Demographic profile
74.5% of all contributors identified as female and 80.9% identified their ethnicity as ‘white’. These
proportions repeat the patterns of previous Being Human festivals. The proportion for ‘white’
ethnicity is similar to HESA 2016/17 data for UK HE staff10, where 81.1% were reported as ‘white’.

11.2. Contributor motivations for taking part
Contributors reported a variety of reasons for taking part in Being Human 2018. For university-based
contributors the main category was seeing Being Human as an opportunity to raise awareness about
research topics or projects, as well as increase public involvement in research, suggesting there was
a reciprocal aspect to their aims for taking part.
To share research, and more specifically, to share and discuss the particular aspects of human
experience that can be illuminated by my research and its intersections with others' work.
(Contributor - university)
I was hoping to introduce my academic work to a public audience, but also to help increase
awareness concerning topics linked to my research, such as the human impact on the
environment, sustainability, and meat eating. (Contributor - university)
I wanted to put on a prototype so an audience could feed into a dynamic research project, not
just feel on the receiving end of 'research dissemination'. (Contributor - university)
Seeking to understand how much or how little interest the public have in talking about my
research. What their perceptions are? What they assume happens? (Contributor - university)
University-based contributors also felt that Being Human presented an opportunity, particularly for
smaller research projects, to participate in a significant public engagement event that has a
national profile.
We were interested in having the support of a larger festival and we hoped that would draw
attention/publicity in a way we were unlikely to achieve on our own, meaning that we might
get a bigger audience and a real sense of interaction. (Contributor - university)
Being part of Being Human 2018 enabled us to raise the profile of this particular event (which is
part of our own annual festival), and be part of a much bigger programme across the country.
(Contributor - university)
University and non-university contributors described how they anticipated Being Human would
diversify or widen their audience reach, i.e. would attract audiences who were being introduced to
topics, projects or knowledge for the first time.
A way of engaging with different sectors of the public than those I might usually be able to
reach. (Contributor - university)
An opportunity to share research and ideas with a wider public audience. (Contributor university)
I was hoping to widen my audience as an academic researcher. (Contributor - university)
We wanted to move beyond our regular "environmental" audience to embrace the humanities
sector. (Contributor – non-university)
Bringing new audiences into the sugar and slavery gallery and getting audiences to read the
gallery in new and more creative ways. (Contributor – non-university)
We had hoped to reach our target new, diverse and young audience to meet our strategic
aims. (Contributor – non-university)

10

Academic and Non-academic HE staff in the UK 2016/17 https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/staff
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For all types of contributors, Being Human was seen as an opportunity to collaborate with other
projects, individuals or institutions.
We wanted to support the directors behind this event as well as have our venue be featured in
the Being Human 2018 Festival. (Contributor - university)
I wanted to collaborate with academics and other creative practitioners to engage audiences
with the main subject of my work. (Contributor - university)
I just wanted to support the university as a partner. (Contributor - university)

11.3. Contributor experiences at Being Human 2018
Being Human 2018 was highly rated by almost all contributors. 95.9% rated their experiences as
‘excellent’ (59.4%) or ‘good’ (36.5%). These proportions are very similar to 2017, when they were
96.0%, 58.0% and 38.0% and 2016, when they were 94.3%, 58.6% and 35.7%.
Contributor ratings of their experience of Being Human 2018 (n= 96)
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Contributors of all types who rated their experiences positively provided reasons that showed how
they appreciated being involved in well-organised events and interesting public engagement formats.
Excellent organisation and wonderfully passionate, inspiring and knowledgeable staff.
(Contributor – university)
It was well run and co-ordinated. We enjoyed being a part of it, and valued being able to share
ideas with others. (Contributor – university)
The event was well organised by [name of University] and the audience seemed engaged and
interested. I would definitely participate again another year! (Contributor – non-university)
For some university-based contributors, the opportunity to learn about engaging ways to present
research was given as an explanation for positive ratings.
Participating in the event was a huge learning curve in terms of how to present academic
research to a public audience in an engaging way. (Contributor – university)
It was a lot of work but it certainly paid off in terms of making connections and learning about
how engagement events are best handled. (Contributor – university)
I had a great experience and learned a lot about public engagement. I got the opportunity to
organise events together with researchers at the university and the staff of our local museum.
(Contributor – university)
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The only reason expressed for rating of average or below was disappointment at smaller than
anticipated audience numbers. A need for greater audience publicity was also mentioned by some
contributors who gave positive ratings.
The event was not widely publicised and attracted a small, niche audiences. (Contributor –
university)
Good space and interesting activities run but not enough publicity to local papers etc.
(Contributor – university)
Almost (97.8%) all 2018 contributors reported that they would definitely get involved in Being
Human in the future and a similar proportion (98.9%) would recommend Being Human to colleagues
or peers, which are further indicators of positive experiences. The equivalent figures in 2017 were
both 100%, and in 2016 were 85.5% and 81.7% respectively.

11.4. Contributor outcomes from Being Human 2018
Contributors were asked to describe Being Human’s outcomes for them and their organisations.
Contributor personal outcomes
Despite a few university-based contributors reporting that there were no personal outcomes, almost
all others provided comments that described how they had improved their public engagement skills
or understanding.
Expanded my knowledge of how public engagement works, greater confidence when
interacting and working with children. (Contributor – university)
I think the planning process for Being Human has taught me about the importance of targeting
events to specific audiences and considering timing and length of events carefully with the
audience in mind. (Contributor – university)
It developed my skills in engaging with people I have never met before, speaking confidently
about my topic and educating people on some widely accepted misconceptions. These skills will
be beneficial for my future studies as well as career as I believe I will take part in many similar
events. (Contributor – university)
It has developed my ability to engage with the general public and to bid for funding to carry
out an event. (Contributor – university)
It helped my skills as a speaker and gave me knowledge on how things work in public
engagement events. It will also be useful to build my skills for wider public audiences in the
future. (Contributor – university)
It's always excellent to have opportunities to present to non-academic/mixed audiences, and
thus to develop wider presentational and communication skills that are important in
understanding how to situate and present research in wider contexts. (Contributor – university)
Other personal outcomes for university contributors can be categorised as connections made with
potential collaborators for future public engagement activities and with unfamiliar audience groups,
mainly those that are younger than usually reached by contributors.
Described personal outcomes for non-university contributors were almost equally divided into two
categories: reaching and receiving a positive response from particular audiences; and improving
their skills or understanding around engagement
It has definitely been a positive experience. Engagement with the public has been good to
spread the word about our project. We've had good response from those who have dropped in.
(Contributor – non-university)
Being part of the Festival, it had offered us opportunities to engage with active learners in the
local communities, especially in gaining experience facilitating learning and creativity in young
children. (Contributor – non-university)
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It helped me recognize the material that appeals most to audiences - I presented two pieces of
work, and one received much more acclaim than the other! This is very important for me to
know as it will help me understand what has the best chance of hitting home with receivers of
my work - what kinds of stories they want to hear. (Contributor – non-university)
Participating in Being Human has certainly helped me improve my ability to manage a
successful social media campaign. It's encouraged me to think up original and interesting
content with consideration given to our target audience. (Contributor – non-university)
Contributor organisational outcomes
For both university based and non-university contributors, the most-commonly described category of
institutional outcome was learning about new approaches to enhance or improve public
engagement.
I think participating in the Being Human festival shows that the university is increasingly
approaching public engagement in more creative and collaborative ways, which will hopefully
help us reach a wider audience. (Contributor –university)
It has been helpful as a way to test out and help refine our participatory, dialogical and
sensory-based approach to public engagement. (Contributor –university)
The work at the Being Human event will be useful for preparing activities for the Science Fair
next year. (Contributor –university)
We will definitely be incorporating interactive elements into our events more, as well as
increasing audience evaluation forms. (Contributor – non-university)
The events were successful but we would in future have simpler displays and ensure the best
layout in the venue. (Contributor – non-university)
One example of an impact on a contributing partner’s approach to public engagement was reported
indirectly via an organiser.
And actually I just had a lovely email which I could forward to you from the secretary of the
[partner organisation] saying it made me rethink the contents of [their offering] and that we
should include the industrial history that has had a bearing on the present day ecology…. So
that’s impact gold isn’t it? And I think that there will be more that will come of it. (Organiser)
For both groups the second most-commonly described category of institutional outcome was
identifying or strengthening connections with new collaborators, including internal collaborators in
the case of some university contributors.
It is helping my institution to understand the importance of creating networks outside
academia. (Contributor –university)
I hope it will encourage the department to do more collaborations and engage students with
the museum and other groups. (Contributor –university)
We will be looking to work with other academic colleagues of different technical backgrounds.
(Contributor –university)
For us it is engaging with one another, building networks and collaborating with other artists/
organisations to develop new projects - this is a great opportunity to do all of that and to build
links with the university as well. (Contributor – non-university)
We hope it will increase our engagement with other bodies with like purposes, and in particular
to enhance our ability to promote lifelong learning both in the [region] and in general.
(Contributor – non-university)
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12. Conclusions
This section presents the conclusions from the evaluation of the 2018 Being Human festival. A
summary of progress against objectives and 2018 strategic priorities is presented initially, followed
by some general conclusions.

12.1. Objectives for Being Human
Objective 1: To demonstrate, to a non-specialist audience, the value of humanities research to
society in the UK and globally.
There are three main components to this objective. Firstly, the nature of the audiences attracted to
Being Human events; secondly, the extent to which events featured humanities research; and thirdly,
the impacts that events had on attendees’ appreciation of the value of humanities research.
Reviewing all three components together indicates that Being Human 2018 fully achieved this
objective.
In terms of the first element, around half (51%) of attendees age 16 and over had not studied a
humanities at university, suggesting that they were non-specialists in the humanities. This figure is
almost identical to the equivalent percentages for the 2016 and 2017 festivals, which demonstrates
that Being Human consistently attracts an audience where around half of attendees have never
studied the humanities at university.
In relation to featuring humanities research, 84% of lead organisers were based at universities and
events were funded or supported on the basis they featured humanities research. Around two-thirds
(64%) of university-based lead organisers were academic staff, early career researchers or students,
with another 20% having university professional services roles that include responsibility for
promoting research e.g. public engagement or impact officers. These figures suggest that most Being
Human events would have featured humanities research in their content. Our observations and
audience feedback noted how interactions between academic researchers and attendees were
important success factors in both providing a high quality audience experience and achieving
meaningful outcomes.
When it came to audience appreciation of the societal value of humanities research, 90% of
attendees reported that Being Human 2018 events increased their understanding of the relevance of
the humanities to everyday life.
Objective 2: To enhance public visibility and understanding of the humanities, demonstrating
relevance to everyday life.
This objective was achieved in full. Being Human increased most (95%) attendees’ awareness of
research in the subjects covered at events and the same percentage were inspired to find out more
about those subjects. As evidenced under objective 1, the festival also increased most attendees’
understanding of the relevance of the humanities to everyday life.
Further evidence of this objective being achieved comes from adult attendees’ descriptions of
outcomes for themselves in two categories:



Knowledge and understanding. Learning facts about specific humanities topics, as well as
deeper understanding of humanities research and ways to conduct public engagement.
Intended activity, behaviour and progression. Wanting to follow-up topics for personal and
professional reasons, including wanting to attend or seek out future events on those topics.

Younger (age under 16) attendees also learnt new facts or information about humanities topics, and
learnt new skills, e.g. writing, archaeology, from specific events.
A positive audience experience is a contributing factor in achieving this outcome. 2018 events were
rated above average by 96% of attendees age 16 and over and 94% of those age under 16.
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70% of lead organisers achieved some form of media coverage for their events, with local coverage
and social media deemed to be most important in attracting attendees. However, some lead
organisers wanted to see a higher profile for the Being Human festival at national level to maximise
the national profile and visibility among the wider public of the festival itself. This opinion was
supported by the fact that only just over half (51.2%) of attendees were aware prior to an event that
it was part of the Being Human national festival of the humanities and just over a quarter (26.9%)
only became aware of the event’s relationship to Being Human when they completed an evaluation
questionnaire or survey. Although it should be noted that lack of awareness of the national festival
does not affect audience engagement or outcomes.
Objective 3: To encourage, support and create opportunities for humanities researchers to engage
with non-academic audiences.
This objective was achieved. As described under objective 1, most lead organisers were based at
universities and half of attendees had not studied the humanities beyond school, which suggests the
researcher and non-specialist communities engaged with one another through Being Human.
The support offered was very highly rated. 66% of lead organisers rated the support they received
from the Being Human team as excellent, with a total of 90% rating this support above average,
noting speedy response times and the personalised nature of any support. It was widely noted that
the central team is very small and that the service and support offered is particularly high-quality
when this limitation is taken into account.
The framework of the festival was an important factor in attracting participation as it offered both
funded and non-funded streams of support. Organisers indicated that this framework delivers
increased institutional profile and credibility to individuals who were seeking to develop and run
activities for particular audience groups, including individuals who wanted to try-out formats for the
first time.
Whilst the central support and supporting framework were generally praised, there were some
suggested improvements, which highlighted the need to ensure best-practice and learning were
being shared as effectively as possible across all lead organisers. It was widely reported that effective
sharing requires facilitation and the small size of the central team and limited financial resources
were deemed to be the factors that have limited such facilitation to date.
Objective 4: To initiate culture change in attitudes towards public engagement within the
humanities – embedding public engagement across the HE sector.
Although culture change can only be achieved and measured in the long term, there is evidence that
as Being Human has become more established, this objective is increasingly being met, resulting in a
variety of personal and institutional culture change impacts.
The fact that Being Human actively encouraged partnership working resulted in 82% of lead
organisers involving partners in their events, with 56% reporting new partnerships that were a direct
result of Being Human 2018. These partnerships helped organisers reach new audiences or gave
access to new venues, as well as having led to new opportunities for future collaboration around
public engagement. Generally, Being Human has become recognised as a framework for establishing
and consolidating local partnerships.
Because Being Human is a national festival, it raised the profiles of individual events and organisers
and increased the sense of community among those involved in humanities public engagement. It
provided a recognised, structured framework for public engagement, which this year benefitted
researchers through opportunities for professional development and enrichment. Public engagement
staff who support researchers also benefitted, as Being Human gave them the opportunity to focus
their support and coordinate researcher involvement, as well as enabling them to work across
different subject areas and disciplines to create inter-disciplinary activities and events that benefited
their institutions.
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A good number of organisers returned to participate in Being Human with 41% having been involved
in previous years, which suggests the festival is becoming well established in the public engagement
landscape.
Although most organisers noted the high quality of the central team’s support, many felt that further
resourcing in the form of regionalised support and additional central marketing efforts were needed
to maximise impacts for Being Human on the sector as whole.

12.2. 2018 Strategic Priorities
The strategy for the 2018 Being Human festival prioritised two aspects: firstly, event quality over
numbers of events and attendee numbers; and secondly, greater focus, compared to previous years,
on the service offered to organisers. It was anticipated that the former might lead to fewer events
and organisers within the programme than previously. This was the case, as the number of events
(251) and number of organising institutions at (75) represented 75% and 90% of the respective 2017
figures. However, these reductions did not adversely affect the festival’s reach, with the number of
UK towns and cities reducing only slightly to 52, (93% of the 2017 figure) and all regions of the UK
were covered; the number of UK town or cities that were not home to a university increasing to 13
(130%); and the number of community and cultural partners also increasing to 195 (107%).
International reach was also achieved, with the first international Being Human hub taking place in
Melbourne. Although the amount of funding levered by organisers decreased in 2018, the levered inkind contribution increased. The estimated overall total for levered funding and in-kind support was
£204,500, comparable to the estimated total of £219,000 in 2017.
Whilst the overall number of attendees fell by nearly a third, the evaluation found that this did not
reduce the quality of outcomes or experiences for both attendees and organisers. The focus on
quality enabled organisers to programme smaller events that afforded in-depth engagement with
humanities researchers and their work. Attendees welcomed opportunities for interactions with
researchers and with one another, features that tended to be characteristic of smaller events.
Organisers of multiple events, such as hubs, were able to produce blended programmes of events
that delivered both deep and broad engagement.
Organisers widely appreciated the high levels of service they received from the central team, which
was greatly praised for its responsiveness, enthusiasm and personal approach. However some
concerns were expressed about how much the team is expected to achieve given its small size and
relatively low levels of resourcing, particularly when support is required locally. Strategic priorities
and expectations in future festivals should be aligned to the available resource levels, particularly if
the central team are ever again expected to organise their own events in addition to supporting
others, as had been the case before 2018.

12.3. General conclusions
Being Human 2018 built on the success of previous years’ festivals and was a very successful edition
in its own right. A focus on quality, rather than numbers of events and attendees, encouraged
organisers and the central team to plan more strategically, leading to a cohesive programme that
offered engagement opportunities ranging from intimate activities which encouraged in-depth
engagement with specific audience groups, to large-scale events that reached a broad range of
attendees.
Ensuring the central team focused on supporting organisers, and did not organise any of their own
events was a notable development this year. The evaluation found conclusively that the support for
organisers out-performed the size and resourcing of the central team. Organisers would welcome
more localised support in future, however this would require additional resourcing and funding for
the central team.
The number of unfunded events was evidence of organisers’ enthusiasm to be part of Being Human.
The evaluation found that researchers and public engagement professionals benefitted from the
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structured framework and promotional opportunities afforded. The central team and sponsors
should be aware that organiser enthusiasm has a limit and the desire to take part should not be used
as a justification not to grow or to reduce Small Award funding levels in future.
As in previous years, Being Human 2018 sought to broaden the audiences who engage with
humanities research. Local diversification aims were not merely defined by audience ethnicity or
deprivation measures, and organisers achieved audience diversification that was relevant to
particular local environments, such as reaching younger audiences and specific local community
groups.
As noted in previous evaluations of Being Human, the breadth of subjects and topics covered by ‘the
humanities’ is a key factor in the success of this festival. In 2018, it ensured engagement with
attendees who have a wide range of interests and from a wide variety of backgrounds.
Organisers often reached new audiences through working in partnership, as this helped them to
frame events in local contexts that maximised audience appeal and meant they could build on
existing connections with particular organisations or communities. Partnership working also enabled
some organisers to collaborate with performers or artists to present their research using innovative
formats. Audience engagement with humanities research is the fundamental feature of the festival
and as such the central team and organisers should put in place measures to ensure humanities
research topics are programmed as the core aspect in all events, across all formats.
Innovative formats and interesting locations aided audience diversification aims and ensured
audiences had the widest possible range of opportunities to engage with the humanities. Some of
the 2018 formats and locations were not always suited to evaluation via questionnaire or survey, and
even greater emphasis on the alternative evaluation methods developed by the festival evaluators
would have maximised the likelihood of capturing attendee feedback at all Being Human events.
The evaluation found that now in its fifth year Being Human has become more established as a
community of those who want to promote humanities research. There is evidence that organisers
believe that this community would be strengthened by facilitated regional networking and
development opportunities, such as those provided by the Masterclass and Showcase, which are
organised by the central team and held in London. However, such developments would not be
possible at the current resourcing levels.
The presence of a Being Human Hub was again a key factor in maximising regional programming
levels. The Hub model in 2018 was more tightly defined than previously, however it was observed
that the branding of individual Hub themes alongside the Being Human brand and central theme
could potentially dilute awareness and understanding of the main brand and central theme among
attendees. This is particularly noteworthy as the Hubs made up a significant proportion of the overall
festival programme. There is scope to specify more explicitly that the Being Human brand and
theme should take precedent over all other local brands and local themes, whilst ensuring events
and activities do not lose their local appeal.
The festival’s internationalisation ambitions were realised through events in four countries, including
one hub. Moving forward it will be important to ensure international activities are consistent with
and support UK ambitions and messaging and do not detract from core activities based in the UK.
The central team and individual organisers continued to learn important lessons about running and
taking part in a national festival of this scale. There is strong evidence to recommend that Being
Human should continue in future, and that greater levels of resourcing would increase its overall
impact. Specific recommendations have been identified in previous evaluations of the festival and
these, along with the 2018 findings, should inform all future planning and developments.
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